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This paper provides a complete characterization of the rank facets of the stable
set polytope STAB(G) associated with a claw-free graph G. In particular, it is
shown that a claw-free graph G produces a rank facet of STAB(G) if and only if
it can be obtained by means of two simple lifting procedures from three basic
classes of graphs: (i) cliques, (ii) line graphs of minimal 2-connected hypomatchable
graphs, and (iii) circulant graphs C |&1:|+1 . As a by-product, a characterization of the
rank facets of STAB(G) having right-hand side 2 is given.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G(V, E ) be a graph with node set V and edge set E. We denote by
G[T] the subgraph of G induced by the node set T/V and by G&W and
G&F the subgraphs obtained from G by removing the node set W or the
edge set F. We simply write G&v and G&e if W=[v] and F=[e].
A subset S of V of pairwise nonadjacent nodes in G is called a stable set.
The stability number :(G) is the cardinality of a maximum stable set of G;
when no confusion arises we will write :(T ) to denote the cardinality of a
maximum stable set of G[T], where TV. A complete graph is a graph in
which all the nodes are pairwise adjacent. A clique K in G is a maximal
complete subgraph. We denote by |(G) the cardinality of a maximum
clique in G.
A path (v1 , v2 , ..., vn) is a graph with distinct nodes [v1 , v2 , ..., vn] and
such that vi is adjacent to vj if and only if j=i+1 and i=1, ..., n&1. A hole
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H&v1vn is a path. The length of a path (hole) is the number of its nodes.
An odd hole is a hole of odd length p5. We will call p-hole a hole of
length p. An antihole is the (edge-)complement of a hole.
We will denote by N(X ) the set of nodes of V&X that are adjacent to
at least one node of X/V; if X consists of a single node we will denote by
N(v) the neighborhood of v. Moreover, we will denote by $G(v) the set of
edges incident to the node v in G (star of v).
A partition (V1 , V2) of V with V1{< and V2{< is called a cut of G.
A cut (V1 , V2) is said to be critical if :(V1)+:(V2)>:(G). We say that a
graph G is :-nonseparable if every cut of G is critical.
Let STAB(G) denote the convex hull of the incidence vectors of all stable
sets of G. STAB(G) is a full-dimensional polytope and a vector x is a vertex
of STAB(G) if and only if it is the incidence vector of a stable set in G.
A linear inequality j # V aj xjb is said to be valid for STAB(G) if it holds
for all x # STAB(G). A valid inequality for STAB(G) defines a facet of
STAB(G) if and only if it is satisfied as an equality by |V | affinely inde-
pendent incidence vectors of stable sets of G. If a facet-defining inequality
has aj {0 for each j # V, we say that the graph G produces the correspond-
ing facet. The set of all facets of STAB(G) constitutes the unique minimal
defining linear system of STAB(G), uniqueness here being up to multiplica-
tion by a positive scalar.
The basic properties of the polytope STAB(G) have been studied by
several authors (see [10] for a survey) following the fundamental papers
due to Padberg [15], Chva tal [4], Nemhauser and Trotter [14], and
Trotter [18]. The above papers consider with special attention a funda-
mental class of valid inequalities for STAB(G): the rank inequalities.
A rank inequality associated with a subset T of V is an inequality of the
form v # T xv:(T ). Clearly, a rank inequality is satisfied by the incidence
vector of every stable set in G, and so it is valid for STAB(G). To this class
belong the clique inequalities, the odd hole (antihole) inequalities, the web
(antiweb) inequalities [18] and many others.
Many authors have tried to provide a satisfactory characterization of the
graphs G whose associated rank inequalities define facets for STAB(G).
This task appears indeed very difficult; nevertheless, some interesting
necessary or sufficient conditions have been proposed in the literature.
In particular, Chva tal [4] called :-critical the edge e # E with the
property that :(G&e)=:(G)+1 and proved that if the :-critical subgraph
G*=(V, E*) (with E*=[e # E : e is :-critical]) is connected, then the rank
inequality v # V xv:(G) defines a facet of STAB(G). Conversely, Balas
and Zemel [2] proved that the rank inequality v # V xv:(G) defines a
facet of STAB(G) only if G is :-nonseparable. Unfortunately, there exist
examples of graphs showing that the first condition is only sufficient and
the second one is only necessary [1].
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The task of characterizing the rank facets of STAB(G) can be greatly
simplified by restricting our analysis to some special subclass of graphs.
For example, if the graph G is a line graph then there exists a complete
description of the rank facets of STAB(G).
The line graph L(G) of G is the graph whose nodes correspond to the
edges of G and with the property that two nodes of L(G) are adjacent if
and only if the corresponding edges of G are incident to the same node.
Clearly, there is a one-to-one correspondence between matchings in G and
stable sets in L(G), and so :(L(G)) equals the cardinality &(G) of a maxi-
mum matching in G. It follows, from matching theory [7], that if G is a
line graph then every facet of STAB(G) is a rank facet. Moreover, we also
have that an inequality v # T xv:(T ) defines a facet of STAB(G) if and
only if G[T] is a clique or the line graph of a 2-connected hypomatchable
graph (i.e., a 2-connected graph G(V, E ) with &(G)=&(G&v) for each
v # V ).
Another important and well-studied class of graphs is that of claw-free
graphs. A claw is a graph with node set [u, v, w, z] and edge set
[uv, uw, uz]; in the rest of the paper a claw will be denoted as (u : v, w, z).
A graph is said to be claw-free if it does not contain an induced claw.
The class of claw-free graphs properly contains the class of line graphs
and several crucial properties of the matching problem extend to the stable
set problem in claw-free graphs (see [12, 7]). So, due to this strong anal-
ogy, it is not surprising that there exist polynomially bounded algorithms
for finding a maximum (weighted) stable set in a claw-free graph [12, 13,
17]. It is, conversely, very surprising that the nice polyhedral properties of
the matching polytope do not extend to the polytope STAB(G) associated
with a claw-free graph G. On the contrary, as showed by Giles and Trotter
[9], when G is a claw-free graph, the minimal defining system for
STAB(G) contains facets that have a much more complex structure than
those defining the matching polytope and we are still far from having a
complete characterization of such a minimal defining system for STAB(G).
This apparent asymmetry between the algorithmic and the polyhedral
status of the stable set problem in claw-free graphs has, in the past years,
stimulated many authors to the study of the challenging problem of pro-
viding a ‘‘decent linear description of STAB(G)’’ [10].
Indeed, some important results in this direction have been obtained by
Ben Rebea [3], who proposed, in his thesis, a linear description of the
polytope STAB(G) when G is a quasi-line graph, i.e., a claw-free graph such
that the neighborhood of each node does not contain an odd antihole. The
class of quasi-line graphs is contained in the class of claw-free graphs, but
properly contains the class of line graphs. Tragically, Ben Rebea died
shortly after completing his thesis and, since then, all the efforts to
reorganize and publish the results of his thesis have been unsuccessful.
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Very recently Pulleyblank and Shepherd [16] investigated the class
of distance claw-free graphs, namely those claw-free graphs having the
property that :(N2(v))2 (where N 2(v)=N(N(v))&[v]) for each node
v # V. For this class of graphs, they provided a compact formulation for
STAB(G), i.e., a linear description of a higher dimensional polyhedron
which contains STAB(G) as a projection and has a polynomially bounded
number of variables and constraints.
The main result of this paper is a graphical characterization of all the
rank facet defining inequalities of STAB(G) when G is a claw-free graph.
Since line graphs are claw-free, it follows from the EdmondsPulleyblank
characterization of the matching polytope [7] that cliques and line graphs
of 2-connected hypomatchable graphs should play a fundamental role
in our characterization. To complete the description of our basic
‘‘ingredients,’’ we simply have to introduce the concept of circulant graph.
A circulant graph (see Fig. 1) C pn is the graph with node set
[v1 , v2 , ..., vn] and edge set [vi vi+ j : 1in, 1 jp] (sums are taken
modulo n) [5]. It is easy to see that a circulant graph is claw-free and that
p=|(C pn )&1 for p<n2; letting |=|(C
p





Let :=:(C |&1n ); a special role in this paper is played by the class of
circulant graphs C |&1:|+1. This class was introduced by Chva tal to establish
an equivalent of the strong perfect graph conjecture [5] and contains odd
holes (|=2) and odd antiholes (:=2). In addition, the rank inequality
associated with C |&1:|+1 defines a facet of STAB(C
|&1
:|+1) (see [18]).
Our graphical characterization of the rank facets of STAB(G) has two
main phases.
We first prove (Section 2) that all the rank facet-producing claw-free
graphs can be derived from a basic class of graphs (rank-minimal graphs)
by means of two operations: sequential lifting and complete join.
Fig. 1. Circulant graph C 210 .
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The rest of the paper is devoted to the characterization of the rank-
minimal claw-free graphs. In particular, we will show that a claw-free graph
is rank-minimal if and only if it is a clique or the circulant graph C |&1:|+1
or the line graph of a minimal 2-connected hypomatchable graph (i.e., a
2-connected hypomatchable graph G(V, E ) with the property that G&e is
not 2-connected hypomatchable for each e # E).
2. THE STRUCTURE OF THE RANK FACETS OF STAB(G)
In this section we show that all the rank facet-producing claw-free
graphs can be easily derived from a basic class of graphs: the rank-minimal
graphs.
Definition 2.1. Let G(V, E ) be a graph and STAB(G) the associated
stable set polytope. The inequality v # V xv:(G) and the graph G are
called rank-minimal if and only if G is a clique or G satisfies:
(i) v # V xv:(G) defines a facet for STAB(G)
(ii) For each T/V the inequality v # T xv:(G) does not define a
facet for STAB(G[T]).
Clearly, every rank facet-producing graph contains an induced rank-
minimal graph with the same stability number. Moreover, any rank facet-
producing graph is :-nonseparable [2].
Lemma 2.2. Let G(V, E ) be a claw-free graph with :(G)2 and
let H(T, F ) be a rank-minimal subgraph of G with :(H )=:(G). Then
:(T & N(u))=2 for each u # V&T.
Proof. Since :(H )=:(G), we have that T & N(u){< and :(T&N(u))
:(G)&1. If TN(u) we have, by claw-freeness, that :(T )=2. If
T&N(u){< we have, by the :-nonseparability of H, that :(T & N(u))2.
It follows, by claw-freeness, that :(T & N(u))=2. K
The above lemma expresses an essential property of the rank facet-
producing claw-free graphs but does not provide us with a complete
characterization of such graphs. In fact, there are claw-free graphs that
satisfy the conclusion of the above lemma and do not produce rank facets
of STAB(G) (e.g., the 5-wheel). In order to sharpen our result and define
a necessary and sufficient condition for a claw-free graph G to produce a
rank facet, we have to introduce the concepts of c-universal subset and
complete join.
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A nonempty subset of nodes U of a graph G(V, E ) is c-universal (comple-
ment-universal) if and only if every node of U is adjacent to every node of
V&U.
The complete join of two graphs G1(V1 , E1) and G2(V2 , E2) is the graph
G(V, E) with
V=V1 _ V2
E=E1 _ E2 _ [u1u2 : u1 # V1 , u2 # V2].
Chva tal [4] proved that if the graphs G1 and G2 are rank facet-producing
and :(G1)=:(G2)=:(G) then the inequality v # V1 xv+v # V2 xv:(G)
defines a facet of STAB(G).
Evidently, if U is a c-universal subset of G then also V&U is a c-universal
set and the graph G is the complete join of G[U] and G[V&U]. Now we
can state the main results of this section.





defines a rank facet of STAB(G) if and only if there exists a subset TV:
(i) v # T xv:(G) is rank-minimal;
(ii) for each maximal c-universal subset U of G contained in V&T, the
inequality u # U xu2 defines a facet of STAB(G[U]) and the inequality
u # V&U xu2 defines a facet of STAB(G[V&U]).
Proof. (Sufficiency). By (i) there exists a family S0 of stable sets of
G[T] whose incidence vectors are linearly independent and satisfy the
inequality v # T xv:(G) as an equality. Moreover, |S0 |=|T |. We show
that S0 can be extended to a |V| collection of such stable sets; hence (1)
is a facet of STAB(G).
Let UT=[t # V&T : TN(t)] and let u # V&T&UT . By Lemma 2.2
we have that :(T & N(u))=2. Moreover, since u  UT , we have that
T&N(u){<. Since G[T] is :-nonseparable, it follows that :(T&N(u))=
:(T )&1=:(G)&1. Hence, we can associate with each node u # V&T&UT
a maximum stable set Zu _ [u] of G with |Zu |=:(G)&1 and ZuT&N(u).
Let S1=[Zu _ [u] : u # V&T&UT]. It is easy to check that the
incidence vectors of the |V |&|UT | stable sets S0 _ S1 satisfy the inequality
(1) as an equality and are linearly independent. So, if UT=< then the
inequality (1) defines a facet of STAB(G) and the conclusion follows.
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If, conversely, UT {< then :(T)=:(G)=2 by claw-freeness. Let U =
[u1 , ..., uq] be a (possibly empty) maximal subset of UT with the property
that, for each ui # U , there exists a node u i # V&(UT&[u1 , ..., ui&1]) not
adjacent to ui . Let S2=[[ui , u i] : i # [1, ..., q]]; evidently, each S # S2 is a
maximum stable set of G.
Now, let U=UT&U . If U=< then it is easy to show that the |V |
incidence vectors of the stable sets in S0 _ S1 _ S2 are linearly independent
and satisfy inequality (1) as an equality, thus proving that the inequality
(1) defines a rank facet of STAB(G).
If U{< then we claim that U is a maximal c-universal subset of G
contained in V&T. In fact, by the maximality of U , we have that every
node in U is adjacent to every node in V&U. Now, if U is not a maximal
c-universal subset then there exists a node ui # V&T&U with the property
that U _ [ui] is a c-universal subset of G. It follows that ui is adjacent to
every node in T and, consequently, that ui # UT&U=U . By definition of
U there exists a node u i # V&[u1 , ..., ui&1])V&(U _ [ui]) which is not
adjacent to ui , contradicting the hypothesis that U _ [ui] is c-universal.
By (ii) the inequality u # U xu2 defines a facet of STAB(G[U]) and
the inequality u # V&U xu2 defines a facet of STAB(G[V&U]). It
follows, by Chva tal theorem, that the valid inequality u # V xu=
u # U xu+u # V&U xu2 defines a facet of STAB(G).
(Necessity). Necessity of (i) is trivial. Let U be a maximal c-universal
subset of V&T. It follows that :(G)=:(G[T])=2. Let S be any family
of |V | stable sets of G whose linearly independent incidence vectors satisfy
the inequality (1) as an equality. A stable set S # S is either contained in
U or in V&U. It follows that S contains exactly |U | stable sets of G[U]
and |V&U | stable sets of G[V&U]. Moreover, all the stable sets have
cardinality 2 and their incidence vectors are linearly independent. This
proves that the inequality u # U xu2 defines a facet of STAB(G[U]) and
that the inequality u # V&U xu2 defines a facet of STAB(G[V&U]). K
The previous results imply that a graph G(V, E ) produces a rank facet
only if a subset T of V induces a rank-minimal subgraph G[T] with the
property that :(G[T])=:(G) and :(N(u) & T )=2 for each u # V&T.
Moreover, this property becomes also sufficient if the set V&T does not
contain a c-universal subset of G. In this case, the inequality (1) is the
sequential lifting [15] of the inequality u # T xu:(G) and we say that the
graph G is the sequential lifting of G[T].
When the set V&T does contain a maximal c-universal subset U then
every node of U is adjacent to every node of V&U$T, and so :(G[T])=
:(G)=2. It follows that the graph G is the complete join of the graphs
G[U] and G[V&U]. Moreover, by (ii) of Theorem 2.3, we have that both
G[U] and G[V&U] are facet-producing.
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Fig. 2. A complete join and a sequential lifting.
In conclusion, we have the following characterization of the rank facet-
producing claw-free graphs (see Fig. 2).
Corollary 2.4. A claw-free graph G(V, E) is rank facet-producing if
and only if it can be built up from rank-minimal graphs by iterating sequen-
tial lifting and complete join operations.
It is well known that a graph G produces a rank facet of STAB(G) with
right-hand side 1 if and only if it is a clique. It is also well known that a
graph G with :(G)=2 is rank-minimal if and only if it is an odd antihole.
Corollary 2.4 implies the following characterization of the rank facet-
producing graphs with :(G)=2 (observe that a graph with :(G)=2 is,
necessarily, claw-free).
Corollary 2.5. A graph G(V, E ) with :(G)=2 is rank facet-producing
if and only if it can be built up from odd antiholes by iterating sequential
lifting and complete join operations.
Corollary 2.4 reduces the problem of characterizing all the rank facet-
defining inequalities of STAB(G) to the problem of characterizing all the
rank-minimal claw-free graphs. This will be the goal of the following
sections.
3. KITES AND LINE GRAPHS OF HYPOMATCHABLE GRAPHS
This section describes the properties of line graphs of minimal 2-connected
hypomatchable graphs. In particular, we will characterize (Corollary 3.8)
those rank-minimal claw-free graphs which are line graphs of minimal
2-connected hypomatchable graphs. To this purpose we briefly recall some
well-known properties of claw-free graphs and line graphs.
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Lemma 3.1. Let G be an :-nonseparable claw-free graph. If G is a line
graph then G is the line graph of a 2-connected hypomatchable graph.
Proof. Let H(V, E ) be the graph whose line graph is G. Since G is
:-nonseparable, we have that :(G&K)=:(G) for any clique K of G. This
implies that &(H&v)=&(H ) for any node v # V(H ) and, hence, by Gallai’s
lemma (see [12, Theorem 3.1.13, p. 89]), we have that H is a hypo-
matchable graph. Moreover, if H contains a cutpoint u then H contains
two subgraphs H1(V1 , E1) and H2(V2 , E2) with V1 _ V2=V, V1 & V2=
[u], E1 & E2=<, and E1 _ E2=E. Since H is hypomatchable we have
that there exists a perfect matching M of H&u with |M & Ei |=(|Vi |&1)2=
&(Hi) (i=1, 2) and, consequently, that &(H )=&(H1)+&(H2). But then the
partition (W1 , W2), defined in the line graph G by the nodes corresponding,
respectively, to E1 and E2 , is not critical, a contradiction. K
A path induced in a graph G by the node set P=[x1 , x2 , ..., x2k+1],
k0, is said to be augmenting with respect to a stable set S of G if and
only if P & S=[x2 , x4 , ..., x2k]. The following result shows that augmenting
paths play a fundamental role for claw-free graphs.
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a claw-free graph. A stable set S of G is maximum
if and only if G contains no augmenting path with respect to S.
We call a triangle T odd if some node is adjacent to an odd number of
nodes of T. It can be easily proved that if G is the line graph of H then the
nodes of an odd triangle T in G correspond to three edges of H incident
to the same node. Odd triangles and claw-freeness provide an alternative
definition of line graph.
Lemma 3.3 [11]. A claw-free graph G is a line graph if and only if each
pair of odd triangles having two nodes in common induces a K4 .
A graph H=(W, F ) is 2-connected hypomatchable if and only if the set
F can be partitioned into t+1 subsets [F0 , F1 , ..., Ft], where F0 is the edge
set of an odd hole P0(V0 , F0) and each Fi , for i # [1, ..., t], is the edge set
of an even path Pi (Vi , Fi)=(u1 , ..., up) (ear) with distinct endnodes and
with the property that Vi & (V0 _ V1 _ } } } _ Vi&1)=[u1 , up] and W=
V0 _ V1 _ } } } Vt . The family [P0 , P1 , ..., Pt] is called open ear decomposi-
tion [12].
We are now ready to prove a sufficient condition for a claw-free graph
(not necessarily rank-minimal) to be the line graph of a 2-connected
hypomatchable graph (see Fig. 3).
Lemma 3.4. Let G(V, E ) be a claw-free graph. If V can be partioned into
t+1 subsets [C0 , C1 , ..., Ct], where
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Fig. 3. A line graph of a 2-connected hypomatchable graph.
(i) C0 induces an odd k-hole with k5
(ii) each set Ci=[xi1 , ..., x
i
mi], for i=1, ..., t, induces an odd path in G




then G is the line graph of a 2-connected hypomatchable graph.
Proof. We shall prove that a claw-free graph G, satisfying properties (i)
and (ii), is the line graph of a graph H which admits an open ear decom-
position (and so it is 2-connected and hypomatchable). Let Vi=
C0 _ } } } _ Ci and Gi=G[Vi] for i # [0, ..., t].
Claim 1. Every triangle in Gi , i # [0, ..., t] is odd. By condition (i), the
graph G0 does not contain triangles. Let j # [0, ..., t] be the maximum index
with the property that all the triangles in Gj are odd. If j=t then the claim
follows, so suppose that j<t. Let T be a triangle of Gj+1 ; T is either a
triangle of Gj or it contains one of the nodes [x j+11 , x
j+1
mj+1]. In the first case
we have that T is odd in Gj , and so it is odd in Gj+1. In the second case
suppose, without loss of generality, that T=[x j+11 , u, v] with [u, v]Vj .
Since, by (ii), N(x j+12 ) & Vj=< we have that N(x
j+1
2 ) & T=[x
j+1
1 ], and
so that T is odd (end of Claim 1).
Claim 2. For each node v # Vi , i # [1, ..., t], there exists a path
(vl , v, vr) induced in Gi . Every node v # Vi belongs either to the k-hole C0
with k5 or to a path Cj with j # [1, ..., i] and mj3. If v is not the
endnode of a path then the claim easily follows. So, let us suppose that




1 , then we may choose as vl any node in N(x
j
1) & Vj&1
and vr=x j2 . Analogous arguments hold when v=x
j
mj (end of Claim 2).
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We complete the proof of the theorem inductively. Observe that G0 is the
line graph of a 2-connected hypomatchable graph H0 . Assume inductively
that Gi is the line graph of a 2-connected hypomatchable graph Hi (Wi , Fi)
which admits an open ear decomposition [P0 , P1 , ..., Pi] corresponding
to [C0 , C1 , ..., Ci]. Consider Gi+1 . Let K1=N(xi+11 ) & Vi and K2=
N(xi+1mi+1) & Vi .
Claim 3. The sets K1 and K2 are distinct cliques of Gi . Let u and v be
two nodes of K1 ; if u and v are not adjacent then the set (xi+11 : u, v, x
i+1
2 )
is a claw in G, a contradiction. It follows that every two nodes of K1 are
joined by an edge.
In order to prove that K1 is maximal in Gi , let us consider a node v # K1
and observe that, by Claim 2, the node v is adjacent to a pair of nonadja-
cent nodes [vl , vr] of Vi . If both vl and vr do not belong to K1 then the
quadruple (v : xi+11 , vl , vr) is a claw in G, a contradiction. It follows that
one of them, say vl , belongs to K1&[v] and that vr # N(v)&K1 .
Now, suppose that there exists a node z # Vi&K1 which is adjacent to
every node of K1 . It follows that the set T=[z, v, vl] is a triangle in Gi ,
since [v, vl]K1 . If vrz # E then the set T $=[z, v, vr] is a triangle and
since, by Claim 1, every triangle in Gi is odd, we have that T and T $ are
two odd triangles with two nodes in common that do not induce a K4 . It
follows, by Lemma 3.3, that Gi is not a line graph, a contradiction. Hence
we have that vrz  E, but then the set (v : vr , z, xi+11 ) is a claw in G, a
contradiction.
As a consequence, every node z # Vi&K1 is not adjacent to at least one
node of K1 and so K1 is a clique in Gi . A similar argument shows that K2
is also a clique.
To complete the proof we have to show that K1{K2 . Suppose the
contrary and let v # K=K1=K2 . By Claim 2 there exists a path (vl , v, vr)
induced in Gi . Clearly, [vl , vr]3 K. Assume, without loss of generality,
that vl  K. It follows that the quadruple (v : vl , xi+11 , x
i+1
mi+1) is a claw, a
contradiction (end of Claim 3).
Claim 4. The edges of Hi corresponding to the nodes of K1 and K2
form, respectively, the stars of two distinct nodes w1 and w2 of Wi . We
prove the claim for K1 . If |K1 |=2 the claim is trivially true. If |K1 |3, let
T=[v1 , v2 , v3] be a triangle in K1 . By Claim 1, T is an odd triangle, and
so the corresponding edges [e1 , e2 , e3] of Hi belong to the star of a node
w1 # W. Moreover, since K1 is a clique, we have that each node z # K1&T
corresponds to an edge ez in Hi which must be incident on the edges
[e1 , e2 , e3], and so it must belong to $Hi (w1).
Conversely, let f be any edge of $Hi (w1). It corresponds to a node vf # Vi
which is adjacent to every node of K1 , and so, by the maximality of K1 ,
we have that vf must belong to K1 .
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A similar argument shows that the nodes of K2 correspond to the edges
of the star of a node w2 # Wi . Moreover, since K1{K2 , we have that
w1{w2 (end of Claim 4).
Now, let Pi+1 be the graph whose line graph is the path induced in G
by the set Ci+1 . Pi+1 is a path of length mi+1+1. Let Hi+1 be the graph
obtained from Pi+1 and Hi by identifying the endnodes of Pi+1 with the
nodes w1 and w2 . Evidently, the graph Hi+1 admits the open ear decom-
position [P0 , ..., Pi+1]. Moreover, since a node v belongs to K1 (K2) if and
only if the corresponding edge of Hi belongs to the star of the node w1
(w2), it is easy to show that the graph Gi+1 is the line graph of Hi+1 .
But this contradicts the maximality of the index i and shows that G is a
2-connected hypomatchable graph. K
The graph in Fig. 3 is an example of a line graph of a 2-connected
hypomatchable graph. Now we define a concept that will play a fundamental
role in our sufficient condition for a claw-free rank-minimal graph to be the
line graph of minimal 2-connected hypomatchable graph: the concept of a
kite.
Definition 3.5. An odd hole H(C, F ) induced in a graph G is called a
kite if there exists a maximum stable set S of G such that S & N(C)=<.
For example the set C0=[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] in Fig. 3 induces a kite saturated
by the maximum stable set [3, 5, 7, 10]. A simple condition for an odd
hole to be a kite is expressed by the following proposition whose
straightforward proof is omitted.
Proposition 3.6. Let H(C, F ) be an odd hole induced in a graph G. If
:(C _ N(C))=:(C) then H is a kite.
The following theorem shows that the existence of kites in G is strongly
related to the existence of a line graph of a 2-connected hypomatchable
graph induced in G.
Theorem 3.7. Let G(V, E) be an :-nonseparable claw-free graph with
:(G)2. Then G contains a kite if and only if G contains an induced sub-
graph H which is the line graph of a 2-connected hypomatchable graph and
has the property that :(H)=:(G).
Proof. (Necessity). Suppose that the set C0 V induces a kite in G. Let
S be a maximum stable set of G with the property that S & N(C0)=<. Let
H(W, F ) be a maximal induced subgraph of G satisfying (i) and (ii) of
Lemma 3.4 and with the property that S & N(W)=<. It follows that
S & W is a maximum stable set of H.
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By Lemma 3.4, H is the line graph of a 2-connected hypomatchable
graph. If :(H)=:(G) the theorem follows. Hence, assume that :(H)<
:(G); it follows that S&W{<.
Let us consider the set T=[u # V&W : :(N(u) & W )=2] and let M be
the subgraph of G induced by the set W _ T. Suppose that :(M)>:(H)
and let S$ be a maximum stable set of M. By claw-freeness, N(T )N(W )
and so, the set (S&W ) _ S$ is a stable set of G of cardinality greater than
|S |, a contradiction. It follows that :(H)=:(M)<:(G) and, consequently,
that S & W is a maximum stable set of M.
Let G$ be the subgraph of G induced by V&(W _ T ). Since the graph
G is :-nonseparable we have that :(M)+:(G$)>:(G). This implies that
there exists an alternating path induced by the set P=[x1 , x2 , ..., x2n+1] in
G$ which is augmenting with respect to S&(W _ T). The nodes x2k , for
k=1, ..., n, belong to S&(W _ T ) and so, since S & N(W )=<, they do
not belong to N(W ). Consequently, by claw-freeness, the nodes x2k+1 , for
k=1, ..., n&1, do not belong to N(W ) either. It follows that P & N(W)
[x1 , x2n+1].
If P & N(W )=[x1 , x2n+1], then the graph induced by W _ P in G
satisfies (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.4, contradicting the maximality of H. It
follows that P & N(W )/[x1 , x2n+1] and, without loss of generality, we
can assume that P & N(W )[x1].
Moreover, x1 is adjacent to some node of S & W, otherwise P would be
augmenting in G with respect to S. Hence, P & N(W )=[x1]. Moreover,
since x1  T, we have that K=N(x1) & W induces a clique in H. Since H is
:-nonseparable, there exists a maximum stable set Z of H of which misses
K. It follows that P is augmenting in G with respect to the maximum stable
set Z _ (S&W ), a contradiction.
(Sufficiency). Let G contain the line graph H of a 2-connected
hypomatchable graph T such that :(G)=:(H ). It is known (see Exercise
5.5.16 in [12]) that T admits an open ear decomposition [P0 , ..., Pt],
where P0 is an odd cycle of length k5 and that there exists a perfect
matching in T&V(P0). It follows from Proposition 3.6 that the line graph
of P0 is a kite in G. K
A useful consequence of the previous theorem is the following.
Corollary 3.8. Let G(V, E) be a rank-minimal claw-free graph with
:(G)2. Then G contains a kite if and only if G is the line graph of a mini-
mal 2-connected hypomatchable graph.
Proof. Sufficiency is a trivial consequence of the previous theorem.
On the other hand, since G is a rank-minimal graph then it is also
:-nonseparable. It follows, by Theorem 3.7, that if G contains a kite then
it contains a subgraph H which is the line graph of a 2-connected
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hypomatchable graph M(W, F ) and has :(H )=:(G). Since H is facet-
producing and G is rank-minimal, we have that H coincides with G and,
consequently, that G is the line graph of M.
Now suppose that M is not minimal 2-connected hypomatchable graph.
It follows that there exists an edge e # F with the property that M&e is
2-connected and hypomatchable. Since &(M)=&(M&e) we have that the
line graph G$ of M&e is a rank facet-producing proper subgraph of G with
:(G)=:(G$), contradicting the hypothesis that G is rank-minimal. K
4. THE CASE OF 5-WHEELS
In this section we show that rank-minimal claw-free graphs do not con-
tain an induced 5-wheel. A 5-wheel W=(w : v1 , ..., v5) is a graph consisting
of a 5-hole C=(v1 , ..., v5), called rim of W, and a node w (hub of W )
adjacent to every node of C. In the whole section all sums are intended
modulo 5.
We open the section with two lemmas that assert some crucial properties
of the 5-wheels induced in claw-free graphs. The first lemma is due to
Lova sz and Plummer and its proof can be found in [12].
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a claw-free graph and let W be the node set of a
5-wheel induced in G. Then :(W _ N(W ))3.
Lemma 4.2. Let G(V, E) be an :-nonseparable claw-free graph which
contains an induced 5-wheel. If G does not contain a kite, then :(G)=3 and
each 5-wheel W of G with rim C has the property that V=C _ N(C).
Proof. Let us denote by C=[v1 , ..., v5] the node set of the hole
W&[w]. Observe that C _ N(C)=W _ N(W ); in fact, each node adjacent
to w is also adjacent to C, by claw-freeness. Hence, by Lemma 4.1, we have
that :(W _ N(W ))=:(C _ N(C))3.
Suppose, now that V&(C _ N(C)){< and let S be a maximum stable
set of G. If |S & (C _ N(C))|=2, then C induces a kite, a contradiction.
Hence, we have that |S & (C _ N(C))|=3.
Let G$ be the (nonempty) subgraph of G induced by V$=V&
(C _ N(C)). Since G is :-nonseparable, there exists a path P=(x1 , ..., xn) in
G$ which is augmenting with respect to S$=S & V$. If N(x1) & S=[x2]
and N(xn) & S=[xn&1] then the path P is augmenting in G, contradicting
the maximality of S. It follows that N([x1 , xn]) & S#[x2 , xn&1], and so
there exists a node z # S&[x2 , xn&1] which is adjacent to x1 or xn . The
node z belongs to C _ N(C); moreover, since [x1 , xn]/V$, we have that
z # N(C). Assume, without loss of generality, that zx1 # E. It follows that
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N(z) & C induces a complete graph in G; in fact, if u and w are two non-
adjacent nodes in N(z) & C then (z : x1 , u, w) is a claw in G.
It follows that :(C&N(z))=2, and so we can assume, without loss of
generality, that |S & C|=2.
Assume, without loss of generality, that v1 # N(z) & C. We have that
zxn  E (else (z : v1 , x1 , xn) is a claw in G). As a consequence, the stable set
S$=S&[z, x2 , x4 , ..., xn&1] _ [x1 , x3 , ..., xn] is maximum and satisfies
S$ & N(C)=<. Hence C induces a kite in G, a contradiction. It follows
that V=C _ N(C) and the theorem follows. K
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.3. Let G(V, E) be a rank-minimal claw-free graph which
contains an induced 5-wheel W with hub w and does not contain a kite. Then
no maximum stable set of G contains exactly one node in N(w).
Proof. Since any rank-minimal graph is :-nonseparable, we have that
:(G)=3, by Lemma 4.2. Let us denote by C=[v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5] the node
set of the 5-hole W&[w]. By the sake of contradiction, let us suppose
that there exists a maximum stable set Z=[z0 , z1 , z2] of G such that
Z & N(w)=[z0]. We distinguish three different cases:
Case 1. z0 # C. We may assume without loss of generality that
z0=v1 . By Lemma 4.2, the nodes z1 and z2 belong to N(C) and, by claw-
freeness, each one of them is adjacent to at least two nodes of C with
consecutive indices. Moreover, since the nodes z1 and z2 are both non-
adjacent to w, we have, again by claw-freeness, that C & N(z1) &
N(z2)=<. Without loss of generality, we may assume that C & N(z1)=
[v2 , v3] and C & N(z2)=[v4 , v5] (see Fig. 4, Case 1).
Claim 1.1. There does not exist a node y # N(w) with N( y) & C=
[v2 , v3 , v4 , v5]. It is not difficult to see that, by claw-freeness, y must be
Figure 4
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adjacent to z1 and z2 , and so, ( y : w, z1 , z2) is a claw, a contradiction (end
of Claim 1.1).
Claim 1.2. If y # N(v1)&N(w) then N( y)3 [v1 , v2 , v5]. Let y be a node
in N(v1)&N(w). If y=w the claim follows trivially; hence assume that
y{w. By claw-freeness we have that y is adjacent to at least one of the
nodes [v2 , v5]. Suppose first that N( y) & C$[v2 , v5]. By claw-freeness, we
have that yz1 # E and yz2 # E, and so ( y : v1 , z1 , z2) induces a claw in G,
a contradiction.
It follows that either yv2  E or yv5  E. In the first case we have that
N( y) & C$[v1 , v5], in the second case we have N( y) & C$[v1 , v2]. If
either inclusion is strict the claim holds. Suppose that N( y) & C=[v1 , v5];
by claw-freeness we have that yz2 # E, and so the set H=[ y, z2 , v4 , w, v1]
induces a 5-hole in G. The node z1 is not adjacent to v1 , z2 , and w by
assumption; it follows, by claw-freeness, that z1  N(H ). But then, the set H
and the maximum stable set Z=[v1=z0 , z1 , z2] satisfy the conditions
H & Z=:(H ) and N(H ) & Z=<, thus proving that H induces a kite in G,
a contradiction.
A symmetric argument shows that N( y) & C#[v1 , v2] and proves the
claim (end of Claim 1.2).
Let T1=[u # N(w) : N(u) & C=[v3 , v4 , v5]], T2=[u # N(w) : N(u) &
C=[v1 , v4 , v5]], and T3=[u # N(C) : N(u) & C=[v4 , v5]]. It is easy to
verify that, by claw-freeness, the set K$=T1 _ T2 _ T3 _ [v4 , v5] induces a
complete subgraph in G.
Now, let T4=[u # N(w) : N(u) & C=[v1 , v2 , v4 , v5]] and let T5=
[u # N(C)&N(w) : N(u) & C#[v4 , v5], |N(u) & C|=3]. Denote by K" a
maximal complete subgraph in T4 _ K$ containing K$ and let K be a maxi-
mal complete subgraph in K" _ T5 containing K". Finally, let T=T1 _
T2 _ T3 _ T4 _ T5 .
Claim 1.3. Let u # (T4 _ T5)&K. If N(u) & C=[v3 , v4 , v5] then there
exists a node u # K&N(u) such that u # T2 _ T4 . If N(u) & C$[v1 , v4 , v5]
then there exists a node u # K&N(u) such that u # T1 .
By the maximality of K in T, we have that there exists a node
u # K&N(u). The construction of K implies that u # T. Suppose first that
N(u) & C=[v3 , v4 , v5]. Then u # T5&K. Clearly, u  T1 (else (v3 : v2 , u, u )
is a claw), u  T3 (else (v5 : v1 , u, u ) is a claw), and u  T5 (else (v5 : w, u, u )
is a claw). Hence, u # T2 _ T4 .
Suppose now that N(u) & C$[v1 , v4 , v5]. If N(u) & C=[v1 , v4 , v5] then
u # T5&K. Clearly, u  T5 (else (v5: u, u , w) is a claw) and u  T2 _ T3 _ T4
(else (v4 : v3 , u, u ) is a claw). Hence, u # T1 .
If N(u) & C=[v1 , v2 , v4 , v5] then u # T4&K. It follows, by definition of
K, that u # (T1 _ T2 _ T3). Since u  T2 _ T3 (else (v3 : v4 , u, u ) is a claw),
we have that u # T1 and the claim follows (end of Claim 1.3).
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Claim 1.4. Every node y  K with N( y)=C=[v3 , v4 , v5] is adjacent to
every node x # N(w) with N(x) & C=[v2 , v3 , v4].
Suppose, conversely, that there exist two nodes x and y with the above
properties and such that xy  E. Since y  T1 we have that y  N(w) and,
consequently, that y # T5&K. It follows, by Claim 1.3, that there exists a
node u # T2 _ T4 such that u y  E. We have that xu # E (else (v4 : x, y, u ) is
a claw), xz1 # E (else (v2 : x, z1 , v1) is a claw) and xz2  E (else (x : z1 , z2 , w)
is a claw). Moreover, u z2 # E (else (v4 : z2 , v3 , u ) is a claw) and so
(u : z2 , x, v1) is a claw, a contradiction (end of Claim 1.4).
Claim 1.5. If y  K then N( y) & C{[v1 , v4 , v5]. Suppose, conversely,
that there exists a node y  K and such that N( y) & C=[v1 , v4 , v5].
Clearly, y # T5&K and, by Claim 1.3, there exists u # T1 such that u y  E.
We have that u z2 # E (else (v5 : u , z2 , v1) is a claw) and that yz2 # E (else
(v4 : y, z2 , v3) is a claw). Consequently, the set H=[ y, z2 , u , w, v1] induces
a 5-hole in G. The node z1 is not adjacent to v1 , z2 , and w by assumption;
it follows, by claw-freeness, that z1  N(H ). But then, the set H and the
maximum stable set Z=[v1=z0 , z1 , z2] satisfy the conditions H & Z=
:(H ) and N(H ) & Z=<, thus proving that H induces a kite in G, a con-
tradiction (end of Claim 1.5).
Claim 1.6. :(V&K )=2. Suppose, conversely, that :(V&K )=3 and
let S=[ y1 , y2 , y3] be a maximum stable set in G&K. We distinguish
three cases:
Case 1a. |S & (C&K )|=2. We have that S & C=[v1 , v3]=
[ y1 , y2]. By Lemma 4.2, we have that y3 # N(C) and, by claw-freeness,
that y3  N(w) and N( y3) & C=[v4 , v5], contradicting the hypothesis that
y3 # V&K.
Case 1b. |S & (C&K )|=1. We may assume, without loss of
generality, that [ y1 , y2]N(C) and y3 # C&[v4 , v5].
Suppose first that y1  N(w) and y2  N(w). We have, by claw-freeness,
that y1 and y2 are adjacent to at least two nodes of C with consecutive
indices and that N( y1) & N( y2) & C=<. Consequently, if y3=vi with
i # [1, 2, 3] we have, without loss of generality, that N( y1) & C=
[vi+1 , vi+2] and N( y2) & C=[vi+3 , vi+4] (all sums taken modulo 5).
If i # [2, 3] then N( y2) & C[v5 , v1 , v2], contradicting Claim 1.2. If
i=1 then N( y2) & C=[v4 , v5], contradicting the hypothesis that y2 #
V&K.
Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that y1 # N(w). It
follows that y2  N(w) (else (w : y1 , y2 , y3) is a claw). By claw-freeness, the
node y1 is adjacent to at least three nodes of C with consecutive indices,
and |N( y1) & C |{5 since y3 # C.
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Suppose that N( y1) & C=[vi , vi+1 , vi+2 , vi+3] and, consequently, that
y3=vi+4. Since y3  K, we have that i  [1, 5]. Moreover, we have that
y2 vi+3  E (else (vi+3 : y1 , y2 , y3) is a claw) and y2 vi  E (else (vi : y1 ,
y2 , y3) is a claw). It follows that N( y2) & C=[vi+1 , vi+2]. If i=4 then
the node y2 contradicts Claim 1.2. If i=2 we have that y1z1 # E (else
(v2 : v1 , z1 , y1) is a claw) and y1z2 # E (else (v5 : v1 , z2 , y1) is a claw), and
so ( y1: w, z1 , z2) is a claw, a contradiction. It follows that i=3 and, conse-
quently, that N( y2) & C=[v4 , v5], contradicting the hypothesis that y2
does not belong to K.
As a consequence, we may assume that N( y1) & C=[vi , vi+1, vi+2] and
that y3 # [vi+3 , vi+4]. Moreover, since y3  K and y1  K, we have that
i  [1, 3, 4].
Suppose first that i=2. It follows that N( y1)=[v2 , v3 , v4] and, since
y3  K, that y3=v1 . Moreover, N( y2) & C[v3 , v4 , v5]; in fact if y2v2 # E
then (v2 : y1 , y2 , y3) is a claw, a contradiction. If y2v3  E we have that
N( y2) & C=[v4 , v5], contradicting the hypothesis that y2 # V&K. It
follows that y2v3 # E and, consequently, that y2v4 # E (else (v3 : v4 , y2 , v2) is
a claw) and that y2v5 # E (else (v4 : y1 , y2 , v5) is a claw). It follows that
N( y2) & C=[v3 , v4 , v5], and so, by Claim 1.4, the nodes y2 and y1 must be
adjacent, a contradiction.
It follows that i=5 and, consequently, that N( y1) & C=[v1 , v2 , v5] and,
since y3  K, that y3=v3 . As a consequence, we have that N( y2) & C
[v1 , v4 , v5]; in fact, if y2 v2 # E then (v2 : y1 , y2 , y3) is a claw, a contra-
diction. If y2v1  E we have that N( y2) & C=[v4 , v5], contradicting the
hypothesis that y2 # V&K. It follows that y2 v1 # E. Moreover, since
y2 v5 # E (else (v1 : y2 , v2 , v5) is a claw), we have that y2v4 # E (else (v5 : y1 ,
y2 , v4) is a claw). But then N( y2) & C=[v1 , v4 , v5], contradicting
Claim 1.5.
Case 1c. |S & (C&K )|=0. The stable set S=[ y1 , y2 , y3] is entirely
contained in N(C). Clearly, |N(w) & S|1. Suppose first that two nodes of
S, say y1 and y2 , are not adjacent to w. By claw-freeness, y1 and y2 are
adjacent to at least two nodes with consecutive indices in C and satisfy
N( y1) & N( y2) & C=<. Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume
that N( y1) & C=[vi , vi+1] for some i # [1, ..., 5].
If i=4 we have that N( y1) & C=[v4 , v5], contradicting the hypothesis
that y1 # V&K. If i # [1, 5] we have that N( y1) & C[v5 , v2 , v1], contra-
dicting Claim 1.2. If i=3 we have that N( y2) & C[v5 , v2 , v1] again
contradicting Claim 1.2. It follows that i=2, N( y1) & C=[v2 , v3] and
N( y2) & C[v4 , v5 , v1]. If y2v4  E we have that N( y2) & C=[v5 , v1],
contradicting Claim 1.2. If y2v1  E we have that N( y2) & C=[v4 , v5],
contradicting the hypothesis that y2 # V&K.
It follows that N( y2) & C=[v1 , v4 , v5], contradicting Claim 1.5.
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As a consequence, we have that two nodes of S, say y1 and y2 , are adja-
cent to w. By claw-freeness, we have that each one of them is adjacent to
at least three nodes of C with consecutive indices and that y3  N(w).
In addition, we have that CN( y1) _ N( y2). In fact, if there exists
v$ # C&(N( y1) _ N( y2)) then (w : y1 , y2 , v$) is a claw, a contradiction.
Claim. [v4 , v5]/3 N( y1) and [v4 , v5]/3 N( y2). By symmetry, we only
prove that [v4 , v5]/3 N( y1). Suppose, conversely, that [v4 , v5]/N( y1). By
the definition of K, we have that |N( y1) & C |4. If |N( y1) & C |=5 then
|N( y3) & C |=2. In fact, since |N( y2) & C |3, we have, by claw-freeness,
that |C&(N( y1) & N( y2))|=2. By Claim 1.2 and the definition of K we
have that N( y3) & C[v2 , v3 , v4]. If N( y3) & C=[v2 , v3] then N( y2) &
C=[v1 , v4 , v5], contradicting the hypothesis that y2  K. It follows that
N( y3) & C=[v3 , v4] and N( y2) & C=[v1 , v2 , v5]. As a consequence, we
have that y1z2  E (else ( y1 : z2 , v1 , v3) is a claw) and that y1z1  E (else
( y1 : z1 , v1 , v4) is a claw). It follows that y2 z2 # E (else (v5 : z2 , y1 , y2) is a
claw) and y2z1 # E (else (v2 : z1 , y1 , y2) is a claw). But then ( y2 : w, z1 , z2)
is a claw, a contradiction. Hence, we assume that |N( y1) & C |=4.
By Claim 1.1, we have that N( y1) & C{[v2 , v3 , v4 , v5]. If N( y1) & C=
[v1 , v2 , v4 , v5] then y1 # T4&K and, by Claim 1.3, there exists a node y #
T1&N( y1). Note that y y2 # E (else (w : y1 , y2 , y ) is a claw), y z2 # E (else
(v5 : z2 , y , v1) is a claw), and y z1  E (else ( y : w, z1 , z2) is a claw). Observe
also that y1z2 # E (else (v4 : v3 , z2 , y1) is a claw). Moreover, since C
N( y1) _ N( y2) we have that y2v3 # E.
We first consider the case that [v4 , v5]N( y2). If y2 v2 # E then N( y3) &
C[v3 , v1] by claw-freeness and, consequently, we have that (v3 : y3 ,
v2 , v4) is a claw, a contradiction. It follows that y2v2  E and, since y2 
T1 _ T2 , that N( y2) & C=[v1 , v5 , v4 , v3]. But then y2z2  E (else ( y2 : v1 ,
v3 , z2) is a claw) and the set [ y2 , y , z2 , y1 , z0=v1] induces a kite with
respect to the maximum stable set [z0 , z1 , z2], a contradiction.
It follows that [v4 , v5]3 N( y2). Now, if y2v4 # E then y2v2 # E (else
(w : y2 , v5 , v2) is a claw) and, by claw-freeness, N( y3) & C=[v1 , v5],
contradicting Claim 1.2. It follows that y2v4  E and, consequently, that
N( y2) & C$[v1 , v2 , v3]. In addition, we have that y2z1 # E (else (v3 : v4 ,
z1 , y2) is a claw). But then ( y2 : v1 , z1 , y ) is a claw in G, a contradiction.
The last case to be considered is N( y1) & C=[v1 , v5 , v4 , v3]. Since
CN( y1) _ N( y2), we have that y2v2 # E and, in addition, that y1z2  E
(else ( y1 : v1 , v3 , z2) is a claw).
Suppose first that y2 v3  E. Since |N( y2) & C |3 we have that
[v1 , v5]N( y2). It follows that y2z2 # E (else (v5 : y1 , y2 , z2) is a claw).
But then the set H=[ y1 , v4 , z2 , y2 , v1] induces a kite in G with respect to
the stable set Z=[v1=z0 , z1 , z2], a contradiction. As a consequence, we
have that y2 v3 # E. Now, since N( y3) & [v3 , v4]{< by Claim 1.2 and
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y3 v3  E (else (v3 : y1 , y2 , y3) is a claw), we have that y3v4 # E. It follows
that y2v4  E (else is a (v4 : y1 , y2 , y3) is a claw). But then y2v1 # E and,
consequently, y3v1  E (else (v1 : y1 , y2 , y3) is a claw). It follows that
N( y3) & C=[v4 , v5], contradicting the assumption that y3  K (end of
claim).
By the previous claim and the fact that N( y1) _ N( y2)$C, we can
assume that N( y1) & C$[v2 , v3 , v4] and N( y2) & C$[v1 , v2 , v5].
The node y3 is adjacent to at least two nodes of C with consecutive
indices and, by claw-freeness, is not adjacent to v2 and w. It follows that
y3 # N(v4) & N(v5) and, by claw-freeness, that y3 z2 # E. If [v3 , v1]N( y3)
then ( y3 : z2 , v1 , v3) is a claw, a contradiction.
Since y3  K and v2 # N( y1) & N( y2), we have that either N( y3) & C=
[v1 , v4 , v5] or N( y3) & C=[v3 , v4 , v5].
Since, by Claim 1.5, N( y3) & C{[v1 , v4 , v5], we may consider only the
case N( y3) & C=[v3 , v4 , v5]. If y1v1  E then N( y1) & C=[v2 , v3 , v4], and
Claim 1.4 is contradicted. Hence, y1v1 # E and y2v3  E (else (v3 : y1 , y2 , y3)
is a claw).
Since y3 # T5&K we have, by Claim 1.3, that there exists a node y 3 #
K&N( y3) such that y 3 # N(w) and N( y 3) & C$[v4 , v5 , v1]. Now, y 3z2 # E
(else (v4 : z2 , y 3 , v3) is a claw), y 3 y2 # E (else (w : y2 , y 3 , v3) is a claw), and
y 3 y1 # E (else (v4 : y1 , y3 , y 3) is a claw). Furthermore, y1z1  E (else
( y1 : v1 , v4 , z1) is a claw) and y1z2  E (else ( y1: v1 , v3 , z2) is a claw). Since
y2 z1 # E (else (v2 : y1 , y2 , z1) is a claw) and y2z2  E (else ( y2 : w, z1 , z2) is
a claw), we have that ( y 3 : z2 , y1 , y2) is a claw, a contradiction (end of
Claim 1.6).
Claim 1.6 implies that G is not :-nonseparable, contradicting the
assumption that G is facet-producing (end of Case 1).
Case 2. z0 # N(C) and |N(z0) & C |4. In this case we can assume that
there does not exist a stable set in G which satisfies the hypothesis of
Case 1. Moreover, by claw-freeness, we have that z0 is adjacent to at least
three nodes of C with consecutive indices. Hence, for some i # [1, ..., 5], we
have that N(z0) & C$[vi , vi+1 , vi+2].
Moreover, we have that N(z1) _ N(z2)$C. In fact, if there was a node
x # C&N(z1)&N(z2), then the stable set [x, z1 , z2] would satisfy the
hypothesis of Case 1 and would lead us to a contradiction.
Finally, by claw-freeness, we have that N(z1) & N(z2) & C=<. So,
without loss of generality, we may assume that N(z1)=[v1 , v2 , v3] and
N(z2)=[v4 , v5].
If |N(z0) & C |=3 we have that i{1 (else (v1 : v5 , z0 , z1) is a claw), i{3
(else (v5 : v1 , z0 , z2) is a claw), and i{4 (else (v4: v3 , z0 , z2) is a claw).
It follows that either N(z0) & C=[v5 , v1 , v2] or N(z0) & C=[v2 , v3 , v4].
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Suppose that N(z0) & C=[v5 , v1 , v2]. It follows that the 5-wheel W$=
(w : z0 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5) and the stable set Z=[z0 , z1 , z2] satisfy the
hypothesis of Case 1 and lead us to a contradiction. A symmetric argument
shows that N(z0) & C{[v2 , v3 , v4]. It follows that |N(z0) & C |=4.
Now, if v1z0  E then (v5 : v1 , z0 , z2) is a claw, if v3 z0  E then
(v4 : v3 , z0 , z2) is a claw, if v4z0  E then (v3 : v4 , z0 , z1) is a claw and,
finally, if v5z0  E then (v1 : v5 , z0 , z1) is a claw. It follows that N(z0) & C=
[v3 , v4 , v5 , v1] (see Fig. 4, Case 2).
Claim 2.1. Every z # V&N(w) with N(z) & C[v3 , v4 , v5 , v1] has
N(z) & C=[v4 , v5]. Let N(z) & C[v3 , v4 , v5 , v1] and suppose that
N(z) & C{[v4 , v5]. Since z is adjacent to at least two nodes in C with
consecutive indices and zv2  E, we may let v$ # N(z) & N(z1) & C and
v" # N(z) & N(z2) & C. It follows that zz1 # E (else (v$ : z, z1 , w) is a claw)
and that zz2 # E (else (v": z, z2 , w) is a claw).
As a consequence, we have that zz0  E. Then, zv3  E (else (v3 : z, z0 , v2)
is a claw) and zv1  E (else (v1 : z, z0 , v2) is a claw). But then N(z) & C=
[v4 , v5], a contradiction (end of Claim 2.1).
Now, let T1=[t # N(w) : N(t) & C#[v4 , v5], |N(t) & C |3] and T2=
[z # V&N(w) : N(z) & C=[v4 , v5]]. An easy argument shows that the set
K=T1 _ T2 _ [v4 , v5] induces a complete graph in G.
Claim 2.2. :(V&K )=2. Suppose, conversely, that :(V&K )=3 and let
S=[ y1 , y2 , y3] be a maximum stable set in V&K. We have three cases:
Case 2a. |S & (C&K )|=2. We have that S & C=[v1 , v2]=
[ y1 , y2]. Moreover, by Lemma 4.2, we have that y3 # N(C), and, by claw-
freeness, we have that y3  N(w) and N( y3) & C=[v4 , v5], contradicting
the hypothesis that y3 # V&K.
Case 2b. |S & (C&K )|=1. We can assume, without loss of generality,
that [ y1 , y2]N(C) and y3 # C&[v4 , v5].
Suppose first that both y1 and y2 are nonadjacent to w. In this case, the
stable set [ y1 , y2 , y3] and the wheel W satisfy the conditions of Case 1
and lead us to a contradiction.
Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that y1 # N(w) and, as
a consequence, that y2  N(w). By claw-freeness, the node y1 is adjacent
to at least three nodes of C with consecutive indices. Moreover,
|N( y1) & C |{5 since y3 # C.
Suppose that N( y1) & C=[vi , vi+1 , vi+2 , vi+3] and, consequently, that
y3=vi+4. We have that y2 vi+3  E (else (vi+3: y1 , y2 , y3) is a claw) and
y2 vi  E (else (vi : y1 , y2 , y3) is a claw), it follows that N( y2) & C=
[vi+1 , vi+2]. If i # [2, 4] we have that y2 contradicts Claim 2.1. If i=3,
then N( y2) & C=[v4 , v5], contradicting the hypothesis that y2 # V&K.
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If i # [1, 5] then y3 # [v4 , v5], contradicting the hypothesis that y3 # V&K.
It follows that N( y1) & C=[vi , vi+1 , vi+2] and that y3 # [vi+3 , vi+4].
Moreover, since y3  K and y1  K we have that i{[1, 3, 4].
If i=2 then y3=v1 and y2 v2  E (else (v2 : y1 , y2 , y3) is a claw). It
follows that N( y2) & C[v3 , v4 , v5] and, by Claim 2.1, that N( y2) & C=
[v4 , v5]. But this contradicts y2 # V&K.
As a consequence we have that i=5, y3=v3 and y2 v2  E (else
(v2 : y1 , y2 , y3) is a claw). But then N( y2) & C[v1 , v4 , v5] and, by
Claim 2.1, N( y2) & C=[v4 , v5]. But this contradicts y2 # V&K.
Case 2c. |S & (C&K )|=0. Suppose first that two nodes of S, say y1
and y2 , are not adjacent to w. By claw-freeness, y1 and y2 are adjacent to
at least two nodes with consecutive indices in C and satisfy N( y1) &
N( y2) & C=<. Moreover, Case 1 now implies that CN( y1) _ N( y2).
Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that N( y1) & C=
[vi , vi+1] and N( y2)=[vi+2, vi+3, vi+4], for some i # [1, ..., 5].
If i=1 then N( y2) & C=[v3 , v4 , v5], contradicting Claim 2.1. If i=2,
3, 5 then, respectively, N( y2) & C=[v4 , v5 , v1], N( y1) & C=[v3 , v4] and
N( y1) & C=[v5 , v1], again contradicting Claim 2.1. Finally, if i=4 we
have that N( y1) & C=[v4 , v5], contradicting the hypothesis that y1 #
V&K.
As a consequence, we have that two nodes of S, say y1 and y2 , are adja-
cent to w. By claw-freeness, we have that y1 and y2 are adjacent to at least
three nodes of C with consecutive indices and that y3  N(w). In addition,
we have that CN( y1) _ N( y2). In fact, if there exists v$ # C&(N( y1) _
N( y2)) then (w : y1 , y2 , v$) is a claw, a contradiction.
Claim. [v4 , v5]/3 N( y1) and [v4 , v5]/3 N( y2). By symmetry, we only
prove that [v4 , v5]/3 N( y1). Suppose, conversely, that [v4 , v5]/N( y1).
Then, by definition of K, we have that |N( y1) _ C |4. If |N( y1) & C |=5
then |N( y3) & C |=2. In fact, since |N( y2) & C |3, we have, by claw-free-
ness, that |C&(N( y1) & N( y2))|=2. In addition, by Claim 2.1 we have
that either N( y3) & C=[v2 , v3] or N( y3) & C=[v1 , v2]. Consequently,
we have that either N( y2) & C=[v1 , v4 , v5] or N( y2) & C=[v3 , v4 , v5].
In both cases we contradict the hypothesis that y2  K. It follows that
|N( y1) & C |=4.
Suppose now that y1v2 # E and, consequently, that either y1 v1  E or
y1 v3  E. We have that y1z2 # E, since, otherwise, either (v5 : v1 , z2 , y1) or
(v4 : v3 , z2 , y1) would be a claw. It follows that y1 z0  E (else ( y1: v2 , z0 , z2)
is a claw) and that y1z1  E (else ( y1 : w, z1 , z2) is a claw). But then either
(v3 : z1 , z0 , y1) is a claw or (v1 : z1 , z0 , y1) is a claw, a contradiction.
Hence, y1v2  E and N( y1) & C=[v1 , v3 , v4 , v5]. Since CN( y1) _
N( y2), we have that y2v2 # E. Moreover, we also have that y1z2  E (else
( y1 : z2 , v1 , v3) is a claw).
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Suppose that y2z2  E. If y2v3  E then, since |N( y2) & C |3, we have
that y2 v5 # E. It follows that (v5 : y1 , y2 , z2) is a claw, a contradiction.
Consequently, we have that y2v3 # E and, by a symmetric argument, that
y2 v1 # E. It follows that [v1 , v3]N( y1) & N( y2) and hence, by claw-free-
ness, that N( y3) & C=[v4 , v5], contradicting the assumption that y3  K. It
follows that y2z2 # E.
Now, we have that y2z1  E (else ( y2 : w, z1 , z2) is a claw) and that
y2 z0  E (else ( y2: v2 , z0 , z2) is a claw). As a consequence, we have that
y2 v1  E (else (v1: y2 , z0 , z1) is a claw) and that y2 v3  E (else (v3 : y2 ,
z0 , z1) is a claw). But then (v2 : v1 , v3 , y2) is a claw, a contradiction (end
of claim).
By the previous claim and the fact that N( y1) _ N( y2)$C, we can
assume that N( y1) & C$[v2 , v3 , v4] and N( y2) & C$[v1 , v2 , v5].
The node y3 is adjacent to at least two nodes of C with consecutive
indices and, by claw-freeness, it is not adjacent to v2 . Hence, by Claim 2.1,
N( y3) & C=[v4 , v5], contradicting the assumption that y3  K (end of
Claim 2.2).
Claim 2.2 implies that G is not :-nonseparable and contradicts the
assumption that G is facet-producing (end of Case 2).
Case 3. z0 # N(C) and |N(z0) & C |=5.
Since [z1 , z2]V&N(w), we have, as in Case 2, that N(z1) & N(z2) &
C=< and N(z1) _ N(z2)$C. It follows that, without loss of generality, we
can assume that N(z1) & C=[v1 , v2 , v3] and N(z2) & C=[v4 , v5] (see
Fig. 4, Case 3).
We will show that N(z0)$N(w) and, since it can be easily shown that
this contradicts the hypothesis that G is a rank-minimal graph, we will get
a contradiction.
Suppose conversely that there exists a node x1 # N(w)&N(z0). By claw-
freeness, x1 is adjacent to at least three consecutive nodes of C, say vi , vi+1
and vi+2 . If i=1 then we have that N(x1) & C=[v1 , v2 , v3]. Hence, the set
H=[v1 , x1 , v3 , v4 , v5] induces a 5-hole in G which is also the rim of the
5-wheel W$=(w : v1 , x1 , v3 , v4 , v5). The node z0 belongs to N(w) and has
|N(z0) & H |=4. Consequently, the stable set [z0 , z1 , z2] and the wheel W$
satisfy the conditions of Case 2 and lead us to a contradiction.
It is easy to check that, in all other cases, for each index i # [2, 3, 4, 5],
there exists two nodes in N(x1) & C=[vi , vi+1 , vi+2], say v$ and v", with
the property that v$ # N(z1) & N(z0) and v" # N(z2) & N(z0). It follows, by
claw-freeness, that x1 must be adjacent to z1 and z2 . But this implies that
the quadruple (x1: w, z1 , z2) is a claw, a contradiction (end of Case 3). K
Theorem 4.4. No rank-minimal claw-free graph contains an induced
5-wheel.
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Proof. Let us suppose conversely that there exists a rank-minimal claw-
free graph G(V, E) which contains an induced 5-wheel W with hub w. If G
contains a kite, then, by Corollary 3.8, G is a line graph, contradicting the
hypothesis that G contains a 5-wheel.
If G does not contain a kite then, by Lemma 4.2, we have that :(G)=3.
Moreover, by Theorem 4.3, we have that, for each maximum stable set S
of G, the set S & N(w) has cardinality 0 or 2. By the maximality of S we
have that, in the first case, w # S. Hence, the incidence vectors of all the




Hence, the inequalities 2xw+t # N(w)&[w] xt2 and v # V xv3 define
the same facet of STAB(G). But this contradicts the full-dimensionality of
the polytope STAB(G). K
5. CLIQUE REDUCTION
A clique K in a claw-free graph G is said to be reducible if :(N(K ))2
(see [12]).
Lemma 5.1 [12]. Let K be a reducible clique in a claw-free graph G. Let
G | K be the graph obtained from G by deleting the nodes of K and joining
two as yet nonadjacent nodes u and v of N(K ) if and only if KN(u) _ N(v).
Then G | K is claw-free and :(G | K )=:(G)&1.
In the remaining sections we will denote by NG | K (v) the neighborhood
of a node v in G | K while N(v) will be used to denote the neighborhood of
a node v in G. First we prove a technical lemma which states some useful
properties of the graph G |K, obtained by reducing a clique K in a claw-free
graph G.
Lemma 5.2. Let G be a claw-free graph and let K be a reducible clique
of G. Then the graph G | K(V | K, E | K ) has the following properties:
(i) there is no triangle [u, v, w] induced in G | K with [uv, vw, wu]
E | K&E
(ii) there is no path (u, v, w) induced in G | K with [uv, vw]
E | K&E
(iii) there is no quadruple [u, v, w, z] in V | K with [uv, vw,
wz, uz]E, uw # E | K&E and vz  E | K ( false diamond ).
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(iv) there is no path (u, v, w) induced in G with v # K, [u, w]V | K
and uw  E | K.
(v) There is no quadruple [u, v, w, z] in V | K that induces a 4-hole in
G | K with more than one edge in E | K&E.
Proof. Properties (i) and (ii) follow immediately from the hypothesis
that :(N(K ))2. To prove (iii) observe that, since vz  E | K, there exists a
node y # K&N(v)&N(z). As a consequence, if yu # E then the quadruple
(u : y, v, z) is a claw in G. It follows that yu  E and, consequently, that
yw # E (since uw # E | K&E ). But, in this case, the quadruple (w : y, v, z) is
a claw in G, a contradiction.
Suppose now that (iv) does not hold and let (u, v, w) be a path induced
in G with v # K, [u, w]V | K and [uv, vw]E. Since uw  E | K we have
that there exists a node y # K&N(u)&N(w). But then, the quadruple
(v : y, u, w) is a claw in G, a contradiction.
Finally, to prove (v) suppose that there exists a 4-hole induced in G | K by
the set [u, v, w, z] and having two edges of E | K&E. By (ii) we can assume,
without loss of generality that [uv, wz]/E | K&E and [uz, vw]/E. Since
uw  E | K we have that there exists a node y # K&N(u)&N(w). It follows
that yz # E and yv # E (since [uz, vw]/E), contradicting (iv). K
Lemma 5.3. Let G be a claw-free graph with no induced kite and no
induced 5-wheel. Let K be a reducible clique in G. If :(G)=3, then G | K does
not contain a subset C=[v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5] which induces a 5-hole in G and
has a single chord v1v3 # E | K&E.
Proof. Suppose conversely that C=[v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5] induces a 5-hole
in G and v1v3 # E | K&E. We will prove that C _ N(C)N(K ). The nodes
v1 and v3 belong to N(K) by hypothesis. Moreover, the node v2 belongs to
N(K ); in fact, since v1v4  E | K, there exists a node z in K&N(v1)&N(v4).
Since v1v3 # E | K&E, the node z belongs to N(v3) and hence zv2 # E (else
(v3 : z, v2 , v4) is a claw).
The node v4 belongs to N(K ); in fact, since v2 v5  E | K, there exists a
node z in K&N(v2)&N(v5). The node z does not belong to N(v1) (else
(v1 : z, v2 , v5) is a claw) and hence zv3 # E ; it follows that zv4 # E (else
(v3 : z, v2 , v4) is a claw). Similarly, it can be proved that v5 # N(K ). It
follows that CN(K ).
Now, let us suppose that there exists a node w # N(C)&N(K ). Since
C3 N(w), then for some vi # C, wvi # E, and wvi+1  E.
If i{5, we have that vi+1vi+3  E | K (sums taken modulo 5), and so
there exists a node y # K&N(vi+1)&N(vi+3). We show now that y  N(C).
In fact, yvi  E (else (vi : y, w, vi+1) is a claw in G), yvi+2  E (else
(vi+2 : y, vi+1 , vi+3) is a claw in G) and yvi+4  E (else (vi+4: y, vi , vi+3) is
a claw in G).
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It follows that the stable set S=[ y, vi+1 , vi+3] has the property that
S & N(C)=< and proves that C induces a kite in G, a contradiction.
A symmetric argument leads to a contradiction when i{4, wvi # E and
wvi&1  E. Hence, it remains to consider the case N(w) & C=[v4 , v5].
Now, since v2v5  E | K, there is a node x1 # K&N(v2)&N(v5). Then
x1 v1  E (else (v1: v2 , v5 , x1) is a claw) and x1v3 # E. Moreover, since
v2v4  E |K, there is a node x2 # K&N(v2)&N(v4). Then x2v3  E (else
(v3 : v2 , v4 , x2) is a claw) and x2 v1 # E. It follows that the set T=
[v1 , v2 , v3 , x1 , x2] induces a 5-hole in G and N(w) & T=<.
This implies that the maximum stable set S$=[w, v1 , v3] has the
property that S$ & N(T)=< and, hence, T induces a kite, a contradiction.
As a consequence, N(C)&N(K )=<.
The last property implies that C _ N(C)N(K) and, by reducibility
of K, that :(C _ N(C)):(N(K ))2. It follows, by Proposition 3.6 that C
induces a kite in G, a contradiction. K
Lemma 5.4. Let G be a claw-free graph and let K be a reducible clique
in G. If G does not contain an induced 5-wheel, then G | K does not contain
an induced 5-wheel.
Proof. Suppose conversely that G | K contains an induced 5-wheel
W=(w : v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5). Since G does not contain an induced 5-wheel,
then there exists an edge of W which belongs to E | K&E.
If some edge of E | K&E belongs to the 5-hole, then we may assume
without loss of generality that v1v2 # E | K&E. By (ii) of Lemma 5.2, we
have that v2v3 # E and v1v5 # E. Observe that v4  N(K ), by reducibility of
K, and either wv1 or wv2 belongs to E | K&E (else (w : v1 , v2 , v4) is a claw
in G). Let wv1 # E | K&E. It follows, by (ii) of Lemma 5.2, that wv3 and wv4
belong to E and, by (i) of Lemma 5.2, that wv2 # E.
Let z # K&N(v1)&N(v3). Since wv1 # E | K&E and zv1  E, it follows
that zw # E. If wv5 # E, then zv5 # E (else (w : z, v3 , v5) is a claw) and the set
(v5 : z, v1 , v4) induces a claw, a contradiction. If, conversely, wv5 # E | K&E,
let y be a node of K&N(v2)&N(v5). It follows that yw # E and the set
(w : y, v2 , v4) is a claw, a contradiction.
It follows that W&w is a 5-hole induced in G and wvi # E | K&E for
some i=1, ..., 5. We assume that wv1 # E | K&E. By (iii) of Lemma 5.2, wv2
or wv5 belongs to E | K&E. Assume, without loss of generality, that
wv2 # E | K&E. By (ii) of Lemma 5.2, we have that wv5 # E.
Since v1v4  E | K, there exists a node x1 in K&N(v1)&N(v4). Moreover,
since wv1 # E | K&E and x1 v1  E, we have that wx1 # E and x1v5  E (else
(v5 : x1 , v1 , v4) is a claw). Moreover, x1 v3 # E (else (w : x1 , v3 , v5) is a claw)
and x1v2 # E (else (v3 : x1 , v2 , v4) is a claw).
On the other hand, since v2v4  E | K, there exists a node x2 in
K&N(v2)&N(v4). Again, since wv2 # E | K&E, we have that wx2 # E and,
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consequently, that x2v3  E (else (v3 : x2 , v2 , v4) is a claw). Moreover,
x2 v5 # E (else (w : x2 , v3 , v5) is a claw) and x2v1 # E (else (v5 : x2 , v1 , v4) is
a claw). It follows that W$=(w : x1 , v3 , v4 , v5 , x2) is a 5-wheel induced in
G, a contradiction. K
In the rest of this section, we will show that if G is :-nonseparable and
does not contain an induced 5-wheel, then the reduced graph G | K contains
a kite or a circulant graph C |&1:|+1 only if G does.
Theorem 5.5. Let G(V, E) be an :-nonseparable claw-free graph with no
induced 5-wheel and let K be a reducible clique of G. If G does not contain
a kite then G | K does not contain a kite.
Proof. Suppose, conversely, that C=[v1 , v2 , ..., v2k+1] induces a kite in
G | K(V | K, E | K ) and let S be a maximum stable set of G | K with the
property that C & S=[v3 , v5 , ..., v2k+1] and S & NG | K (C)=<. We con-
sider two cases:
Case 1. C induces an odd hole in G. We first prove that there exists
a node x1 # K such that S$=S _ [x1] is a maximum stable set of G. If
|S & N(K )|1 then the set K&N(S) is nonempty, and so we can choose
x1 # K&N(S). If, conversely, |S & N(K )|2 then the reducibility of K
implies that |S & N(K )|=2. Let S & N(K )=[u, w]; since uw  E |K, we
have that there exists a node x1 in K&N(u)&N(w), and so the set
S$=S _ [x1] is a maximum stable set of G.
Now, since C does not induce a kite in G, we have that N(C) & S${<.
But C induces a kite in G | K, and so S & NG | K (C)=<. It follows that
x1 # N(C) and, by claw-freeness, it is adjacent to at least two nodes with
consecutive indices.
Moreover, since S$ & C=[v3 , v5 , ..., v2k+1] and x1v2h  E for all h #
[2, ..., k] (else (v2h : v2h&1 , v2h+1 , x1) is a claw in G), we have that N(x1) &
C=[v1 , v2].
Now, since v1v3  E | K we have that there exists a node x2 in
K&N(v1)&N(v3) such that v2x2  E (else (v2 : v1 , v3 , x2) is a claw in G ).
Suppose that x1 is the unique node of S$ adjacent to x2 . Since x2v2h  E
for h # [2, ..., k] (else (v2h : v2h&1 , v2h+1 , x1) is a claw in G) we have that
x2  N(C). It follows that the stable set S"=S$&[x1] _ [x2] satisfies the
condition S" & N(C)=< and hence C induces a kite in G, a contradiction.
Hence, there exists a node s # S$&[x1] adjacent to x2 . In addition,
sv1 # E else [s, v1 , v3] is a stable set of cardinality three in N(K ), a con-
tradiction. But then s=v2k+1 (else (v1 : s, x1 , v2k+1) is a claw in G ).
Since v2v2k+1  E | K we have that there exists a node x3 in K&N(v2)&
N(v2k+1). Observe that x3{x2 since x2v2k+1 # E and that v1x3  E (else
(v1 : v2 , v2k+1 , x3) is a claw). An argument, analogous to that used for x2 ,
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shows that there exists a node s$ # S$&[x1 , s] adjacent to x3 . But then,
s$v2 # E else [s$, v2 , v2k+1] is a stable set of cardinality three in N(K ), a
contradiction. It follows that s$=v3 (else (v2 : s$, x1 , v3) is a claw in G).
Now, x2v2k # E (else (v2k+1: x2 , v1 , v2k) is a claw). If k>2, the stable set
[v1 , v3 , v2k] belongs to N(K ), a contradiction.
If k=2, we have that v4=v2k and that C is contained in N(K ).
Moreover, since K is reducible we have that N(K ) & S=[v3 , v5].
Now, suppose that there exists a node w in N(C)&N(K). Since G does
not contain a 5-wheel, we have that there exists an index i # [1, ..., 5] with
the property that wvi # E and wvi+1  E. Since vi+1vi+3  E | K (sums taken
modulo 5), we have that there exists a node y # K&N(vi+1)&N(vi+3).
We have that yvi  E (else (vi : y, w, vi+1) is a claw in G), yvi+2  E (else
(vi+2 : vi+1 , y, vi+3) is a claw in G), and yvi+4  E (else (vi+4 : vi , y, vi+3)
is a claw in G). It follows that y  N(C). But, since N(K ) & S=[v3 , v5], we
have that S _ [ y] is a maximum stable set of G and, consequently, that C
induces a kite in G, a contradiction.
It follows that N(C)&N(K)=< and, consequently, that C _ N(C)
N(K ).
The last property implies that :(C _ N(C)):(N(K ))2 and hence,
by Proposition 3.6, that C induces a kite in G, a contradiction (end of
Case 1).
Case 2. C does not induce an odd hole in G. Since :(N(K ))2, we
have that for at most one index i # [1, ..., 2k+1], the edge vivi+1 belongs
to E | K&E. Assume without loss of generality that i=1.
Since v2v2k+1  E | K, there exists a node x1 # K&N(v2)&N(v2k+1).
Analogously, since v1v3  E | K, there exists a node x2 # K&N(v1)&N(v3).
Since v1v2 # E | K&E, we have that x1v1 # E and x2v2 # E. Finally, observe
that x1 v3  E (else (x1: v1 , v3 , x2) is a claw in G) and x2v2k+1  E (else
(x2 : v2 , v2k+1 , x1) is a claw in G).
It follows that the set [v2k+1 , v1 , x1 , x2 , v2 , v3] induces a path in G.
Suppose now that x1 or x2 is adjacent (in G) to some node vi # C with
3<i<2k+1. Since v1vi  E | K we have that the set [v1 , x1 , vi] (or
[v2 , x2 , vi]) contradicts (iv) of Lemma 5.2. Consequently, the set C$=
[v1 , x1 , x2 , v2 , v3 , ..., v2k+1] induces an odd hole in G.
We prove now that N(K ) & SC. Suppose, conversely, that there exists
a node y # (N(K ) & S)&C. Since S & NG | K (C)=<, we have that yv1  E
and yv2  E. Consequently, we have that [ y, v1 , v2] is a stable set in N(K ),
contradicting the reducibility of K. It follows that the set S$=S _ [x1] is
a maximum stable set of G.
To complete the proof of the claim observe that N(C$) & S$=<. In fact,
N(C) & S$=[x1] and N([x1 , x2]) & S$C. It follows that C$ induces a
kite in G, a contradiction (end of Case 2). K
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We now turn our attention to circulant graphs C |&1:|+1. In the rest of the
section all sums are taken modulo :|+1.
Lemma 5.6. Let G(V, E ) be an :-nonseparable claw-free graph with no
induced kite and no induced 5-wheel. Let K be a reducible clique of G. If
G | K(V | K, E | K ) contains a circulant graph C |&1:|+1 with :=:(G)&1 and
|3, then there exists an index i # [1, ..., :|+1] such that vivi+1 #
E | K&E.
Proof. Let us denote by H the node set [v1 , v2 , ..., v:|+1] of C |&1:|+1.
We first prove that the graph C |&1:|+1 contains edges of E | K&E. Suppose
conversely that C |&1:|+1 is an induced subgraph of G. We claim that every
node w # N(H ) has the property that :(N(w) & H )=2. Suppose, conver-
sely, that :(N(w) & H )=1 and assume, without loss of generality, that
wv1 # E and N(w)[v1 , v2 , ..., v|]. It follows that wv2 # E (else (v1 : v2 , w,
v(:&1) |+3) is a claw), and so, since |3, the quadruple (v2 : w, v:|+1 ,
v|+1) is a claw in G, a contradiction.
Now, since :(N(w) & H )=2 for each w # N(H ), we have, by claw-free-
ness, that V=H _ N(H ) and, in particular, that KN(H ). It follows that
every node of K is adjacent to a pair of nonadjacent nodes of H, contra-
dicting (iv) of Lemma 5.2.
As a consequence, C |&1:|+1 contains at least one edge vivj of E | K&E. If
j=i+1, we are done. Hence, assume that vivi+1 # E for 1i:|+1.
Let us consider the edge vivi+k # E | K&E such that k is as small as
possible. We may assume without loss of generality that i=1. It follows
that vlvj # E for j&l<k.
We distinguish two different cases:
Case 1. :(H )=2. In this case H is an antihole and vivj  E | K if and
only if j # [|+i, |+i+1]. Moreover, by definition of k we have that
v1vk # E and vkvk+1 # E.
Since vk+1v|+k+1  E | K and v1v|+k+1 # E | K, we have that
v1v|+k+1 # E otherwise the path (v|+k+1 , v1 , vk+1) of G | K contradicts
(ii) of Lemma 5.2. Since v1v|+2  E | K and vk+1v|+2 # E | K, we have that
vk+1v|+2 # E otherwise the path (v1 , vk+1 , v|+2) of G | K contradicts (ii)
of Lemma 5.2.
If k=2 then the set C=[v1 , v2 , v3 , v|+2 , v|+3] contradicts Lemma 5.3.
It follows that k3.
Claim 1. vk+1v|+k # E and v1v|+k # E | K&E. Suppose conversely
that vk+1v|+k # E | K&E. Since vk+1v|+k+1  E | K we have that there
exists a node w in K&N(vk+1)&N(v|+k+1). Consequently, since v1vk+1 #
E | K&E and vk+1 v|+k # E | K&E, we have that wv1 # E and wv|+k # E.
Now, wvk # E (else (v1 : vk , w, v|+k+1) is a claw in G), and so, the set
[vk , w, v|+k] does not satisfy (iv) of Lemma 5.2, a contradiction.
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It follows that vk+1v|+k # E. Now, v1v|+k  E for, otherwise, the nodes
[v1 , vk , vk+1 , v|+k] induce a false diamond in G | K and contradict (iii) of
Lemma 5.2. Moreover, since k3, we have that v1v|+k # E | K&E (end of
Claim 1).
Claim 2. vk+1v|+3 # E. If k=3 then Claim 2 follows from Claim 1.
Suppose conversely that k4 and vk+1v|+3 # E | K&E. It follows, by (i)
of Lemma 5.2, that v1v|+3 # E. Moreover, by the minimality of k, we have
that v|+3 v|+k # E and, by Claim 1, we have that vk+1v|+k # E. Now, if
vkv|+3 # E then the quadruple [vk+1 , vk , v|+3, v|+k] induces a false
diamond in G | K and contradicts (iii) of Lemma 5.2. It follows that
vkv|+3 # E | K&E.
Consider the node v|+2. Since v1v|+2  E | K, we have that vkv|+2 #
E | K&E; otherwise the quadruple [v|+3 , v1 , vk , v|+2] would contradict
(iii) of Lemma 5.2. But then, since v1v|+k # E | K&E by Claim 1, we have
that the set [v1 , vk , v|+2 , v|+k] induces a 4-hole in G | K that contradicts
(v) of Lemma 5.2 (end of Claim 2).
As a consequence of Claim 2 we have that if v1v|+3 # E then the qua-
druple [v1 , v2 , vk+1, v|+3] contradicts (iii) of Lemma 5.2. It follows that
v1v|+3 # E | K&E.
Let z # K&N(v1)&N(v|+2). Since the edges v1v|+3 and v1vk+1 belong
to E | K&E we have that zv|+3 # E and zvk+1 # E. Finally, we have
that vk+1v|+2 # E (else the triple [v1 , vk+1, v|+2] contradicts (ii) of
Lemma 5.2). It follows that zv2 # E (else (vk+1: z, v2 , v|+2) is a claw in G)
and, consequently, that the triple [v2 , z, v|+3] contradicts (iv) of
Lemma 5.2 (end of Case 1).
Case 2. :(H )>2. By definition of k we have that v2vk+1 # E. In
addition, we have that vk+1v|+2 # E and v1v(:&1) |+3 # E; otherwise the
paths (v1 , vk+1 , v|+2) and, respectively, (vk+1 , v1 , v(:&1) |+3) contradict
(ii) of Lemma 5.2.
Now, since v1 v|+2  E | K, we have that there exists a node w1 # K&
N(v1)&N(v|+2). Moreover, since v1vk+1 # E | K&E, we have that
w1vk+1 # E, and so w1v2 # E (else (vk+1: w1 , v|+2 , v2) is a claw in G).
Similarly, since v2v(:&1) |+3  E | K, we have that there exists a node
w2 # K&N(v2)&N(v(:&1) |+3). Since v1vk+1 # E |K&E and w2v1  E (else
(v1 : v2 , w2 , v(:&1) |+3) is a claw in G), it follows that w2vk+1 # E, and so
w2v|+2 # E (else (vk+1: w2 , v|+2 , v2) is a claw in G).
Finally, since v2v|+2  E | K, we have that there exists a node w3 # K&
N(v2)&N(v|+2). Since v1vk+1 # E | K&E and w3v1  E (else (vk+1: v2 ,
w3 , v|+2) is a claw in G), it follows that w3v1 # E, and so w3v(:&1) |+3 # E
(else (v1 : w3 , v(:&1) |+3, v2) is a claw in G). It follows that the stable set
[v2 , v|+2 , v(:&1) |+3] is contained in N([w1 , w2 , w3]), and so it is a
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Fig. 5. The structure of C |&1:|+1 in G | K.
subset of N(K ), contradicting the hypothesis that K is reducible (end of
Case 2). K
Theorem 5.7. Let G(V, E) be an :-nonseparable claw-free graph with no
induced kite and no induced 5-wheel. Let K be a reducible clique of G. If
G | K(V | K, E | K ) contains a circulant graph C |&1:|+1 with :=:(G)&1,
|3, then G contains a circulant graph C |&1(:+1) |+1.
Proof. Let H=[v1 , v2 , ..., v:|+1] denote the node set of C |&1:|+1. Since
the hypotheses of Lemma 5.6 hold for H, we may assume, without loss of
generality, that v1v:|+1 # E | K&E.
Moreover, since [v1 , v:|+1]N(K ) and K is reducible, we have that
every node which is neither adjacent to v1 nor to v:|+1 does not belong to
N(K ), and so it cannot be the endnode of an edge in E | K&E. Hence,
$G | K (vi)E for |+1i(:&1) |+1.
Claim 1. vi vi+1 # E for all i # [2, ..., :|&1]. First of all observe that,
since $G | K (vi)E for i # [|+1, ..., (:&1) |+1], we have that vi vi+1 # E
for i # [|, ..., (:&1) |+1]. Moreover, since $G | K (v|+1)E, we have that
vi vi+1 # E for i # [2, ..., |&1] (else (v|+1: vi , vi+1 , vi+|+1) is a claw in G).
Finally, since $G | K (v(:&1) |+1)E, we have that vivi+1 # E for i #
[(:&1) |+2, ..., :|&1] (else (v(:&1) |+1: vi , vi+1 , vi&|) is a claw in G)
(end of Claim 1).
Claim 2. v1v2 # E, v:|v:|+1 # E. Suppose, first, that v1v2 # E | K&E.
We have that v|v|+2 # E. In fact, if :3 then $G | K (v|+2)E; if :=2
then, by (v) of Lemma 5.2, the quadruple [v1 , v| , v|+2 , v2|+1] induces a
4-hole in G | K with at most the edge v1v2|+1 in E | K&E.
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Consequently, the quadruple (vw : v1 , v2 , v|+2) is a claw in G unless
v1v| # E | K&E or v2v| # E | K&E. But, if v1v| # E | K&E we have that the
nodes [v:|+1 , v1 , v|] contradict (ii) of Lemma 5.2.
It follows that v2v| # E | K&E. Since v|v:|+1  E | K, there exists a node
u # K&N(v|)&N(v:|+1). It follows that uv2 # E (since v2 v| # E | K&E ).
Moreover, we have that v2v:|+1 # E, otherwise the nodes [v1 , v2 , v:|+1]
induce a triangle which contradicts (i) of Lemma 5.2. Finally, we have that
v2v|+1 # E and uv|+1  E, since v|+1  N(K ). It follows that the quadruple
(v2 : v|+1 , v:|+1 , u) is a claw in G, a contradiction.
A symmetric argument shows that v:|v:|+1 # E (end of Claim 2).
Claim 3. v1v|& j # E, v:|+1v|& j # E | K&E, v1 v:|& j+1 # E | K&E and
v:|+1v:|& j+1 # E for all j # [1, ..., |&2]. First of all observe that v1v:| #
E | K&E (else (v:| : v1 , v:|+1 , v(:&1) |+1) is a claw in G). It follows that
v1v|&1 # E (else [v:| , v1 , v|&1] contradicts (ii) of Lemma 5.2). Moreover,
v:|+1v|&1 # E | K&E (else (v|&1 : v|+1 , v1 , v:|+1] is a claw in G).
Finally, by Claim 2 we have that v:|v:|+1 # E. It follows that Claim 3
holds for j=1.
Now, let t be the maximum index in [1, ..., |&2] with the property that
each j # [1, ..., t] satisfies Claim 3. Since Claim 3 holds for j=1, we have
that t1.
If t=|&2 the claim follows. Assume, conversely, that 1t<|&2.
Since v:|+1v|&t # E | K&E we have that v:|+1 v:|&t # E; otherwise the set
[v|&t , v:|+1 , v:|&t] contradicts (ii) of Lemma 5.2.
Since $G | K (v(:&1) |+1)E, we have that v1v:|&t # E | K&E (else
(v:|&t : v1 , v:|+1, v(:&1) |+1) is a claw). As a consequence, we have that
v1v|&t&1 # E else the set [v:|&t , v1 , v|&t&1] contradicts (ii) of
Lemma 5.2. Finally, we have that v:|+1v|&t&1 # E | K&E (else (v|&t&1:
v1 , v:|+1 , v|+1) is a claw).
But then the index j=t+1 satisfies Claim 3, contradicting the maxi-
mality of t (end of Claim 3).
Claim 4. E | K&E=[vivj : i=1, ..., |&1, j=(:&1) |+i+2, ..., :|+1].
We first prove [vivj : i=1, ..., |&1, j=(:&1) |+i+2, ..., :|+1]
E | K&E. Suppose the claim does not hold and let i be the smallest index
in [1, ..., |&1] with the property that there exists an edge vi vj # E with
j # [(:&1) |+i+2, ..., :|+1]. Moreover, let j be the index with the
property that vivk # E |K&E for all k # [(:&1)|+i+2, ..., j&1]. We
know that v1v:|+1 # E | K&E. Moreover, by Claim 3, we have that
v1vh # E | K&E for h=(:&1) |+3, ..., :| and viv:|+1 # E | K&E for
i=2, ..., |&1. Hence, we may suppose that i>1 and j<:|+1.
If :(H )>2 then v|+1vj  E | K. In addition, by Claim 3, we have that
v1vj # E | K&E and v1 vi # E. Now, since $G | K (v|+1)E, it follows that the
quadruple (vi : vj , v1 , v|+1) is a claw, a contradiction.
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Hence, assume that :(H )=2; clearly, i # [2, ..., |&1], j # [|+
i+2, ..., 2|] and vj v|+1 # E. Moreover, since j<2|+1 we have that
j&|<|+1, and so vivj&| # E | K.
Since vi&1 v|+i  E | K, there exists a node y # K&N(vi&1)&N(v|+i). In
addition, the fact that vi&1 vk # E | K&E for k # [|+i+1, ..., 2|+1] (by
the minimality of i) implies that yvk # E for k # [|+i+1, ..., 2|+1] and,
in particular, that yvj # E.
Moreover, since the nodes [vi&1, vj&| , v|+i , vj] induce a 4-hole in G | K
and vi&1vj # E | K&E (by the minimality of i), we have, by (v) of
Lemma 5.2, that vi&1vj&| # E, and vj&| v|+i # E, v|+i vj # E. It follows
that yvi # E (else (vj : vi , v|+i , y) is a claw in G). But then the set
[vi , y, v|+i+1] contradicts (iv) of Lemma 5.2.
Hence, [vi vj : i=1, ..., |&1, j=(:&1) |+i+2, ..., :|+1]E | K&E.
Moreover, by Claim 3, we have that v:|+1 v:|& j+1 # E for j=1, ..., |&2.
Now, to complete the proof of Claim 4, we have to show that vi vj # E for
i=1, ..., (:&1) |+1 and j=i+1, ..., |+i&1. If i or j belongs to the set
[|+1, ..., (:&1) |+1] then vi  N(K ) or vj  N(K), and so vivj # E. If
j=i+1 then vivj # E, by Claim 1.
Hence, it suffices to consider two symmetric cases: (a) i=1, ..., |&3 and
j=i+2, ..., |&1, (b) i=(:&1) |+2, ..., :|&2 and j=i+2, ..., :|.
Let us consider the first case. If viv| # E | K&E for some i, then the
set [v:|+1 , vi , v|] contradicts (ii) of Lemma 5.2. Hence, viv| # E for
i=1, ..., |&1. If :(H )>2 then vivj+|  E. Hence, vivj # E (else (vi+|&1:
vi , vj , vj+|) is a claw in G).
If :(H )=2 then the set [vi , vj , vi+| , vj+|] induces a 4-hole in G | K.
Since the index j+| # [|+i+2, ..., 2|+1] when i=1, ..., |&1, we have
that the edge vi vj+| belongs to E | K&E, as proved in the beginning of this
claim. It follows, by (v) of Lemma 5.2, that the edge vivj belongs to E.
A symmetric argument proves the case (b) and the claim follows (end of
Claim 4).
Now, the properties of the circulant graph induced in G | K by the set H
allow us to build up a circulant graph induced in G by a set H$$H and
with the property that :(H$)=:(G).
Since vi v(:&1) |+i+1  E | K for i # [1, ..., |], there exists, for each
i # [1, ..., |], a node wi # K&N(vi)&N(v(:&1) |+i+1). First of all we prove
that wi is adjacent to the | nodes [v(:&1) |+i+2 , ..., vi&1] for each
i # [1, ..., |]. To this purpose observe that, since, by Claim 4, vi vj #
E | K&E for i # [1, ..., |&1] and j # [(:&1) |+i+2, ..., :|+1], then
wi vj # E for i # [1, ..., |&1] and j # [(:&1) |+i+2, ..., :|+1].
Moreover, since wiv(:&1) |+i+1  E for i # [1, ..., |] and since, by Claim 4,
vkv(:&1) |+i+1 # E | K&E for k # [1, ..., i&1], we have that wivk # E for
i # [1, ..., |] and k # [1, ..., i&1].
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Now we shall prove that wi is not adjacent to other nodes in H. Suppose,
conversely, that wi is adjacent to a node vj with j # [i+1, ..., (:&1) |+i].
For what observed at the beginning of the proof, we have that
j  [|+1, ..., (:&1) |+1] and, consequently, that either j # [i+1, ..., |]
or j # [(:&1) |+2, ..., (:&1) |+i].
As a consequence, we have that there exists a node vk # [vi&1 , vi&2 , ...,
v1 , v:|+1 , ..., v(:&1) |+i+2] with the property that vjvk  E. In fact, if
j # [i+1, ..., |] then we can choose k= j&|. If, conversely, j #
[(:&1) |+2, ..., (:&1) |+i] then we can choose k= j+|. It follows
that the subset [vj , wi , vk] induces a path in G which contradicts (iv) of
Lemma 5.2.
This proves the existence of | different nodes [w1 , ..., w|] with the
property that N(wi ) & H = [vi&1, vi&2, ..., v1 , v:| + 1 , ..., v(: & 1) | + i + 2].
Hence, denoting by v:|+1+i the node wi for i=1, ..., |, we have that the
set H$=[v1 , ..., v(:+1) |+1] induces a circulant graph G[H$] in G with
:(G[H$])=:(G) and the thesis follows. K
As the last result of this section, we prove that, for the class of claw-free
graphs with no induced kite, the property of being :-nonseparable is
hereditary with respect to clique reduction.
Lemma 5.8. Let G(V, E ) be an :-nonseparable claw-free graph and K a
reducible clique G. If G does not contain a kite, then G | K is :-nonseparable.
Proof. Suppose conversely that G | K is not :-nonseparable. Let
(V1 , V2) be a cut of G | K and let Hi , i=1, 2, be the subgraphs of G | K
induced by Vi , i=1, 2, such that :(H1)+:(H2)=:(G | K)=:(G)&1. Let
us denote by G1 and G2 the subgraphs induced, respectively, by V1 and V2
in G.
First, observe that the graph Hi is obtained by reducing the clique K in
the graph induced by Vi _ K for i=1, 2. It follows that :(H1)+1=
:(G1 _ K ) and :(H2)+1=:(G2 _ K ). Clearly, the above relations imply
that :(G1):(H1)+1 and :(G2):(H2)+1.
Claim 1. There exists a maximum stable set S of G such that
S & K=< and |S & Vi |=:(Gi) for some i # [1, 2]. Since G is :-non-
separable, there exists a maximum stable set S of G in G&K. Suppose
that |S & V1 |:(G1)&1 and |S & V2 |:(G2)&1. It follows that |S |
:(G1)+:(G2)&2. Since :(G1)+:(G2):(H1)+:(H2)+2, we have that
|S |:(H1)+:(H2)=:(G)&1, a contradiction (end of Claim 1).
Claim 2. :(Gi)=:(Hi)+1, i=1, 2. Suppose conversely, without loss
of generality, that :(G2)=:(H2). Since G is :-nonseparable, we have
that :(G)<:(G1 _ K )+:(G2). Moreover, since :(G1 _ K )=:(H1)+1 and
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:(G2)=:(H2), we have that :(G)<:(H1)+1+:(H2)=:(G), a contra-
diction (end of Claim 2).
Claim 3. :(G1)+:(G2)=:(G)+1. By Claim 2, we have that :(G1)+
:(G2)=:(H1)+:(H2)+2. Since :(H1)+:(H2)=:(G)&1, we have that
:(G1)+:(G2)=:(G)+1 (end of Claim 3).
Now, let S be a maximum stable set of G such that S & K=<. By
Claim 1, we may assume without loss of generality that |S & V1 |=:(G1).
Let T be the graph induced in G by the set V1&N(K). Since :(T )
:(H1)=:(G1)&1, we may distinguish two cases:
Case a. :(T)=:(G1)&1. Let Z be a maximum stable set of T.
By Claim 2, there exists an augmenting path P=( y1 , y2 , ..., y2k+1) in G1
with [ y2 , y4 , ..., y2k]Z and [ y1 , y3 , ..., y2k+1]S. Since y2i  N(K) for
i=1, ..., k, we have, by claw-freeness, that y2i+1  N(K ) for i=1, ..., k&1.
Since Z is a stable set of H1 and, by Claim 2, Z is maximum in H1 , we
have that the path P is not augmenting in H1 . It follows that y1 y2k+1 #
E | K&E and, hence, that y1 , y2k+1 # N(K ).
It follows that there exist two nodes in K, say u and v, with v # N( y2k+1)&
N( y1) and u # N( y1)&N( y2k+1). Since S & N(K )=[ y1 , y2k+1], the nodes
u and v are adjacent to a single node of S and hence the set [v, u, y1 , ...,
y2k+1] induces a kite in G, a contradiction.
Case b. :(T)<:(G1)&1. Let Y be the subgraph of G induced
by V2 _ N(K ) _ K. Since G is :-nonseparable we have that :(Y )+
(:(G1)&1)>:(Y)+:(T):(G)+1. By Claim 3, we may rewrite the
previous inequality as :(Y ):(G2)+2.
Let Z be a maximum stable set of Y and let Z1=Z & (K _ N(K )) and
Z2=Z&(K _ N(K )). Let us denote by W the graph induced in G by
V2&N(K ). Since :(W):(H2)=:(G2)&1 and :(K _ N(K ))3, we have
that |Z1 |=3 and |Z2 |=:(G2)&1. Since :(N(K))2 we have that
Z1 & K=[w].
Now, since Z2 is not a maximum stable set of G2 , we have that there
exists a maximum stable set S2 of G2 and an augmenting path ( y1 , y2 , ...,
y2k+1) with respect to Z2 in G2 with [ y2 , y4 , ..., y2k]Z2 and [ y1 , y3 , ...,
y2k+1]S2 . Using analogous arguments as used in Case a, we can prove
that yi  N(K) for i=2, 3, ..., 2k, y1y2k+1 # E |K&E and y1 , y2k+1 # N(K ).
It follows that y1w # E or y2k+1w # E. Without loss of generality assume
that y1w # E. Since N( y1) & Z$[w, y2], we have, by claw-freeness, that y1
is not adjacent (in G) to the nodes of the set Z1 & N(K ). As a consequence,
Z1 _ [ y1]&[w] is a stable set of cardinality three in N(K ), a contra-
diction.
This last contradiction ends the proof of the lemma. K
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All the results of this section are summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 5.9. Let G be a claw-free graph and K a reducible clique of G.
If G satisfies the following properties:
(i) G is :-nonseparable,
(ii) G does not contain an induced 5-wheel,
(iii) G does not contain an induced subgraph H which is the line graph
of a 2-connected hypomatchable graph and has the property that :(H )=
:(G),
(iv) G does not contain a circulant C |&1:|+1 with |3 and :=:(G),
then G | K satisfies the same properties with :(G) replaced by :(G | K ).
Proof. Since G does not contain an induced 5-wheel then G | K satisfies
(ii), by Lemma 5.4. Moreover, G does not contain an induced kite
otherwise, by Theorem 3.7, G would not satisfy (iii). Then, by Theorem 5.5
and Lemma 5.8, G | K is :-nonseparable and does not contain an induced
kite. Hence, by Theorem 3.7, G | K satisfies (iii). Finally, by Theorem 5.7,
G | K satisfies (iv). K
6. A CHARACTERIZATION OF RANK-MINIMAL
CLAW-FREE GRAPHS
This section is devoted to the proof of our main result. First, we recall
some known results on claw-free graphs that will be used later.
Theorem 6.1 [8]. Let G be a claw-free graph with :(G)3. If G
contains a node whose neighborhood contains an induced odd antihole, then
G contains an induced 5-wheel.
In view of the previous result, a crucial theorem of Lova sz and Plummer
[12] can be restated as follows.
Theorem 6.2. Let G be a claw-free graph:
(i) :(G)3,
(ii) G does not contain an induced 5-wheel,
(iii) G is not a line graph,
then G contains a reducible clique.
The properties of clique reduction expressed by Theorem 5.9 and the
previous results allow us to prove the following property of claw-free
graphs.
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Theorem 6.3. No claw-free graph G with :(G)2 satisfies all of the
following properties:
(i) G is :-nonseparable,
(ii) G does not contain an induced 5-wheel,
(iii) G does not contain an induced subgraph H which is the line graph
of a 2-connected hypomatchable graph and has the property that :(H )=
:(G),
(iv) G does not contain a circulant C |&1:|+1 with |3 and :=:(G).
Proof. The proof is by induction on :(G). If :(G)=2 then G is not
perfect. Since every nonperfect claw-free graph with :(G)=2 contains an
odd antihole, we have that (iii) or (iv) is satisfied depending on whether
|(G)=2 or |(G)3.
Now, assume the thesis is true for all claw-free graphs with 2:<k and
let us suppose that there exists a claw-free graph G with :(G)=k that
satisfies (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv). If G was a line graph, then, by Lemma 3.1,
G would be a line graph of a 2-connected hypomatchable graph, contra-
dicting (iii). Hence, by Theorem 6.2, G contains a reducible clique and, by
Theorem 5.9, the graph G | K satisfies (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv), too, contra-
dicting the inductive hypothesis. K
Now we are prepared to prove our main theorem on the structure of
rank-minimal claw-free graphs.
Theorem 6.4. Let G be a rank-minimal claw-free graph with :=:(G)
and |=|(G). Then one of the following statements holds:
(i) G is a clique;
(ii) G is the line graph of a minimal 2-connected hypomatchable
graph;
(iii) G is a circulant graph C |&1:|+1 .
Proof. If :(G)=1 then G is clique. Hence, :=:(G)2. By Theorem 4.4,
G does not contain a 5-wheel as an induced subgraph.
Since G is a rank-minimal graph, we have that G is :-nonseparable. It
follows, by Theorem 6.3, that G contains an induced subgraph H such that
:(H )=:(G) and H is the line graph of a 2-connected hypomatchable graph
or G contains a circulant C |&1:|+1 with |3.
But, since G is rank-minimal, it is either the line graph of a minimal
2-connected hypomatchable graph or a circulant C |&1:|+1 with |3 and the
thesis follows. K
Remark 6.5. The above characterization of rank-minimal claw-free
graphs and the results of Section 2 may be used to provide a polynomial
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recognition algorithm for the class of rank facet-producing claw-free
graphs. Details of this result will be described somewhere else.
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